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CA 2019 FAIR Catalog
Jazz & Song
1. [Jazz & Song] Bowie, David. (1947–2016) David Bowie Black Book - Inscribed
Presentation Copy to Carl Laszlo with 2 Original Photographs. London: Omnibus
Press. 1980. Presentation copy, inscribed on the first leaf by David Bowie to art dealer Carl
Laszlo: "To Carl Laszlo / Met for the first time in NYC March 24 1983 / The first of many
meetings." Black wrappers, lettered in white, minor wear to edges. Overall fine. 4to, 9 x
11.5 inches (29.2 x 22.9 cm).

Art directed by acclaimed graphic designer Pierce Marchbank and with text written by journalist and cultural
commentator Barry Miles, the David Bowie Black Book contains photographs from every era of Bowie's genre-defining
career.
Included with the inscribed volume are two original photographs:
Original photograph of Bowie in performance in Zurich in 1976, photographed by Christoph Thommen with credit sticker
to verso. Bowie is shown holding the mic, wearing a vest and jewelry over a white shirt, with his guitarist visible in the
background. Fine. 12 x 16 inches (30.3 x 40.3 cm).
Original photograph of Bowie in performance in Munich in 1983, photographed by Christoph Thommen with credit
sticker to verso. Bowie is shown at the mic in a white shirt, suspenders and an untied bow tie. Fine. 12 x 16 inches (30.3
x 40.3 cm).
Hungarian-Swiss art dealer, collector, psychoanalyst and author Carl Laszlo (1923–2013) is remembered for his unique
collection which included thousands of Buddhist statues, together with works by William Blake, Salvador Dali, Roy
Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol and many others. As a child, he survived several concentration camps, later writing about the
experience in several books. In art and antiques circles, he was nicknamed "The Magician" and known for his flamboyant
appearances among aristocracy, the media, and artists.
(17008) $2,500.00
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2. [Jazz & Song] Broonzy, Big Bill. (1893–1958) "Mississippi Blues" - Signed EP.
Signed record from the American blues singer, songwriter and guitarist who was one of the
key figures in the development of blues music in the 20th century; he became an
international star in the 1950s when he returned to his traditional folk-blues roots and
became one of the leading figures of the emerging American folk music revival. Scarce and
visually striking Pye Nixa EP of Volume Two: Mississippi Blues, signed on the front of the
sleeve in blue ballpoint, "Big Bill Broonzy." In very good condition, with creasing, edge
wear, and old stains along the separated edges. The record is included but untested. 7
inches (17.8 cm) square. (16997) $2,500.00

3. [Jazz & Song] Brown, James. (1933-2006) Signed Portrait 'Cold Sweat' Towel!.
An original sweat towel printed with an image of the Godfather of Soul and the name of his
legendary song "Cold Sweat," and signed and inscribed by Brown in pink marker! He has
inscribed the towel to a young fan with the words "Soul #1" and "Stay in school." 12 x 12
inches. In fine condition.

Widely considered a turning point in Brown's music as well as the first true "funk" song, "Cold Sweat" was released in
1967. At over seven minutes long, it was innovative in elaborating an extremely simple harmonic structure with intense
rhythmic interest and virtuosic solos. Pee Wee Ellis, the cowriter of the song and Brown's bandleader and saxophonist,
stated that the horn part to the song was highly influenced by Miles Davis' "So What." Brown would continue to develop
the rhythmically intense, harmonically static template pioneered on "Cold Sweat" in later recordings such as "I Got the
Feelin'", "Mother Popcorn", "Get Up (I Feel Like Being a) Sex Machine", and "Super Bad". Like many of Brown's funk
hits, "Cold Sweat" has been extensively sampled by hip hop DJs and producers.
(13977) $1,500.00

4. [Jazz & Song] Bruguière, Francis. (1879–1945) Original Jazz Revue Photograph.
Striking original photograph, ca. 1930, from the American photographer best-known for his
experimental multiple-exposure and abstract photographs. The photograph shows a scene
from a jazz revue, with figures posing provocatively around a large piece of scenery
depicting a face with horns. Gelatin silver print with studio stamp to the verso. One small
loss to the lower right corner; some light edge wear and silvering around the edges; overall
fine. 10 x 12.75 inches (25.2 x 32.7 cm). Provenance: The Collection of Ileana Sonnabend,
thence by descent.

Born in San Francisco, Francis Bruguière was a painter, musician, and photographer. A 1905 visit to New York and a
subsequent metting with Alfred Steiglitz spawned his initial interest in photography. By 1912 he had begun to develop an
interest in abstraction and a system of multiple exposure. After moving to New York and opening a studio in 1918,
Bruguière photographed for Vogue, Harper's Bazaar, and Vanity Fair. He was also the official photographer for the
Theatre Guild until 1927. He continued to experiment with photographic abstractions and cut-paper designs, and in 1928
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exhibited his work at der Strum gallery in berlin. That same year, Bruguière moved to London and began a new series of
light experiments. In 1930, he and Oswell Blakeston produced England's first abstract film, Light Rhythms, based on a
series of Bruguière's light abstractions. In the last years of his life, he moved to Northamptonshire to devote himself to
painting.
(16525) $3,500.00

5. [Jazz & Song] Davis, Miles. (1926–1991) Early Signed Photograph in
"Dimensions in Jazz".
Original ca. 1960 prospectus from Capitol Records' "Dimensions in Jazz" series, featuring
an early full-page signed photograph of the legendary jazz trumpeter. Davis shown as a
young man holding his trumpet, and has signed: "Miles Davis / Thank you." Opposite, a
page of text gives Davis' biography. The booklet also features photographs and text on the
Modern Jazz Quartet, Virgil Gonsalves, a young Nina Simone, and others, as well as a twopage spread on "Jazz in America" by John S. Wilson, with amusing drawings. Some light
toning and rubbing to the spine, but signed photograph very fine and overall fine. 9 x 12 inches (22.8 x 30.5 cm). Signed
images of Davis are surprisingly uncommon from this period.
(15468) $2,500.00

6. [Jazz & Song] Davis, Miles. (1926–1991) Group of Original Photograph Proofs by
Jerry Stoll. Group of 11 original photo proofs of the legendary jazz trumpeter, stamped by
photographer Jerry Stoll on the verso of each photograph. Davis is shown in several shots in
performance, as well as warming up in a backstage restroom, chatting with fans,
rehearsing with a drummer (possibly Tony Williams), and in a reflective portrait. All in fine
condition, each ca. 4 x 6 to 5 x 7 inches.

Jerry Stoll (1923–2004) worked as resident photographer during the first eight years of the Monterey Jazz Festival
(founded in 1958), creating a series of unique visual documents and a large photographic library. The early years of the
Festival marked a very special period in the development of this music, as Louis Armstrong, Billie Holiday, and Duke
Ellington shared their musical stage with the new creative generation of Miles Davis, John Coltrane, and Ornette
Coleman.
(17151) $2,500.00
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7. [Jazz & Song] Evans, Bill. (1929–1980) Signed High School Yearbook. A
remarkable early signed item from the innovative and highly regarded jazz pianist who
worked briefly with Miles Davis before forming his own trio in the late 1950s. Evans’s
influence as a keyboard artist has been acknowledged by the likes of Herbie Hancock,
Chick Corea, and Keith Jarrett. Plagued by a decades-long struggle with hepatitis and drug
addition, Evans died at the age of 51.
Uncommon 1946 Canuck yearbook from Bill Evans’ senior year at North Plainfield High
School in North Plainfield, New Jersey. 8 x 11 inches, signed and inscribed on page 17 in
black ink, “Pat, My best to you in your senior year, Bill, ’88,’” with Evans signing next to his
senior class portrait. In overall very good condition, with expected wear and aging to the
covers; interior pages are clean. Scarce in any form, this is undoubtedly one of the earliest
signed photographs of the great musician! (16958) $3,500.00

8. [Jazz & Song] Hilton, Daisy & Violet. (1908 - 1969) Signed Photograph. A rare
signed photograph of the famous conjoined twins who toured in the U.S. sideshow and
vaudeville circuit in the 1930s. A superb image of the sisters with their saxophones,
inscribed: "To Mr. Carl C. Monroe with best wishes Sincerely yours Daisy and Violet Hilton
San Antonios' Siamese Twins May 1st 1929." 7.5 x 9.5 inches, in very fine condition.
Together with a related newspaper clipping.
Born in England, the Hilton sisters toured first at the age of three as "The United Twins." In
1926 Bob Hope formed an act called the Dancemedians with the Hilton Sisters, and they
eventually settled in TX, touring frequently with their dance and jazz (both played sax)
routines. In 1932, the twins appeared as themselves in the movie "Freaks," and in 1951
they starred in "Chained for Life," an exploitation film loosely based on their lives. (12050)
$575.00

9. [Jazz & Song] [Jazz in Japan] Davis, Miles. (1926 - 1991) & Gordon, Dexter.
(1923–1990) & Simone, Nina. (1933-2003) & Evans, Bill. (1929–1980) & Vaughan,
Sarah. (1924-1990) Collection of Signed Japanese Pressing LPs, including KIND OF
BLUE. An extraordinary collection of five Japanese pressed LPs, each signed by the
primary artist while on tour in Japan 1973-78, and including an especially rare signed copy
of Miles Davis' "Kind of Blue."
The support for jazz in Japan has long been immense and also, remarkably consistent. Even during a slump in the United
States in the 70's that threatened to put many American jazz labels and musicians out of business, American jazz artists
flocked to Japan to perform, with many releasing "Live in Japan" albums, including Miles Davis, Bill Evans and Sarah
Vaughan. ''Japan almost singlehandedly kept the jazz record business going during the late 1970's,'' said a producer with
Blue Note Records, Michael Cuscuna. ''Without the Japanese market, a lot of independent jazz labels probably would
have folded, or at least stopped releasing new material.'' (NY Times "In Japan, Jazz Resurges As a National Passion,"
1/7/88)
Each album includes the original obi strip (spine card), the piece of paper wrapped around the spine of Japanese LPs, the
term obi designating the sash around a kimono (Kimono no obi). Japanese pressings generally feature very high
quality vinyl and the present examples are all in fine condition, rated individually below. Four of them are dated by the
obtainer of the signature or by the artist (Simone).
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BILL EVANS - NEW CONVERSATIONS.
Label: WARNER P-10516
Cover : E,W/ Record : E+
Obi stripe: E
Obtained 13 September, 1978, signed, dated and inscribed in black ink on the front cover.
SARAH VAUGHAN WITH CLIFFORD BROWN
Label: MERCURY BT-1324
Cover : E,W/ Record : E,DJ
Obi stripe: E
Obtained 26 April, 1975, signed in black ink on the front cover.
NINA SIMONE - SPELL ON YOU
Label: PHILIPS SFX-7167
Cover : E,W/ Record : E-,W
Obi stripe: E
Obtained 1973, signed and dated in black ink on the record label and to an interior page of the album booklet
DEXTER GORDON - APARTMENT
Label: STEEPLECHASE RJ-7101
Cover : E,W/ Record : E+
Obi stripe: E
Obtained 25 September 1975, signed in black ink on the front cover by Dexter Gordon, Kenny Drew, Niels-Henning
Orsted Pedersen and Albert "Tootsie" Heath
MILES DAVIS - KIND OF BLUE
Label: CBS/SONY SOPL-155
Cover : E,W/ Record : E+
Obi stripe: E
Obtained 1975, signed in silver ink "Miles Davis" on the front cover.

The present collection includes several remarkable rarities, but the highlight is surely the exceedingly rare signed copy
of what is widely regarded to be the greatest jazz album of all time, Miles Davis' "Kind of Blue." Davis was notoriously
prickly and a generally reluctant autograph signer. Though authentic autograph signatures are certainly obtainable, we
are aware of only one other extant authentically signed copy (also sold by Schubertiade) of Davis's greatest masterpiece.
Of the previous example sold by Schubertiade, noted jazz collector and dealer Larry Rafferty noted that in his 40+ years
of collecting jazz autographs, this is "absolutely the only copy I have ever seen -- or heard of" and our research further
confirms that no signed copies have appeared at auction or in trade catalogues.
The best-selling jazz record of all time is universally acknowledged as a masterpiece, revered as much by rock and
classical music fans as by jazz lovers. Kind of Blue brought together seven now-legendary musicians in the prime of their
careers: tenor saxophonist John Coltrane, alto saxophonist Julian "Cannonball" Adderley, pianists Bill Evans and Wynton
Kelly, bassist Paul Chambers, drummer Jimmy Cobb and, of course, trumpeter Miles Davis. To the musicians who
recorded it, Kind of Blue was just another session when it was released in August, 1959. But the disc was quickly
recognized by the jazz community as a classic. Jazz musicians were startled by the truly different sound on an album that
laid out a clear roadmap for further modal explorations. "So What" became the tune, the one that every musician -- not
just the practitioners of jazz -- simply had to know. The other tracks also quickly became standards and the individual
solos throughout the record continue to inspire musicians to this day. Drummer Jimmy Cobb puts it all down to simplicity
-- the reason Kind of Blue has remained so successful for so long. And because of its inherent balance, historian Dan
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Morgenstern adds, the album never wears out its welcome.
(12689) $35,000.00

10. [Jazz & Song] Parker, Charlie. (1920–1955) "A Boppy New Year" - Signed Royal
Roost Menu. Signed menu from the legendary jazz saxophonist, dating from New Year's
Eve 1948 at the Royal Roost, Broadway. On the verso of the menu, Parker has signed
"Seasons Greetings / Charlie Parker." The cover features a cartoon of a grumpy New Year's
baby playing a saxophone, and the menu includes items such as a "thick juicy ham steak"
for $2.50 and the "Bop-A-Tomic" to help you "lose your inhibitions"! Some water damage to
the front cover, creases. Overall very good. 5 x 7.5 inches (12 x 19 cm).

The Royal Roost, opened in 1948 and located at 1580 Broadway in New York City, took its name from the fried chicken
served there, and initially hosted swing acts such as Jimmie Lunceford and his orchestra. But when things weren't
looking up for owner Ralph Watkins, he decided to try booking the newer, edgier bop artists. The venue took off, as
Watkins remembered: "Such a crowd showed up that we had to call the cops. It turned the spot into a progressive jazz
joint." Performers such as Charlie Parker, Miles Davis and Dexter Gordon attracted large crowds and made the Roost the
first bebop club in the city. The club soon traded on this reputation, billing itself as "The Metropolitan Bopera House"
and "The House that Bop Built." In September 1948, Miles Davis debuted his nonet at the club, and in 1949, a record
label, Roost Records, was founded by Arthur Faden, Bill Faden, Monty Kay and Ralph Watkins, which recorded many of
the musicians who performed at the club. By the early 1950s, the jazz component of the Roost was moved to Watkins's
new club, Bop City. See: Richard Carlin, "The Royal Roost: Birthplace of Bop," on allaboutjazz.com.
(17150) $4,000.00

11. [Jazz & Song] Smith, Patti. (b. 1946) Important Collection of Signed and
Original Early Performance Broadsides, Songbooks, Inserts, Photographs,
Ephemera. An interesting group of rare and signed ephemera from the important
American singer-songwriter, poet and visual artist, who became a highly influential
component of the New York City punk rock movement with her 1975 debut album Horses.
Called the "Godmother of Punk", her work was a fusion of rock and poetry. In 2005, Patti
Smith was named a Commander of the Ordre des Arts et des Lettres by the French Minister of Culture and in 2007, she
was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. On November 17, 2010, she won the National Book Award for her
memoir Just Kids. The collection as follows:
1. Signed album insert with lyrics and photograph, 4 pp. Signed boldly beside a photograph of hands on the page of
lyrics to "Easter." Scattered areas of heavy foxing, otherwise fine.

2. "Going Under" - Signed Broadside. Signed broadside, printed on heavy stock, signed by Smith under the lyrics and by
the artist, Path Soong who provided the evocative artwork. Numbered 96 from the edition of 110 published in 2006. 13.5
x 8.5 inches. Fine. "Going Under" was the second song on Smith's 1988 album "Dream of Life."
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3. Signed Guitar Pickguard. Signed white guitar pickguard, obtained in person.

4. Signed 8 x 10 inch Arista promotional glossy black and white photograph, signed and inscribed in the lower margin in
black ink in person July 8, 1993 at Central Park Summerstage, NY: "To Angie / Patti Smith." Fine.

5. 1976 Patti Smith Designed Poster from The Boarding House. Feb. 15, 1976 concert poster from a performance at The
Boarding House in San Francisco. Patti Smith Band had recently recorded the Horse album with the single hit Free
Money, mentioned on the poster. Gabriel ( Angel ) is also mentioned. 14 x 8.5 inches, very good condition.

6. 1975 Patti Smith Poster from her First NJ Performance. April 30th [1975] concert poster from a performance at the
George Street Playhouse in New Brunswick, advertised as "New York Rock-Poet" in her "First New Jersey Performance
Ever." Printed on pale blue cardstock, 8.5 x 11 inches, small spot, little fold mark, overall in fine condition.

7. Signed Songbook. Warner Brothers, 1977. Collection of songs and images. 104 pp. Signed in ink on the front cover. A
few nicks to edges, generally fine.

8. 1970's Poetry Reading Broadside. Vintage original London Odeon broadside "Patti Smith Rock Concert Sold Out So
Catch her at the Poetry Reading on Wed Aug 30." A few creases, else fine. 8.5 x 12 inches.

9. Small vintage poster "And on the eighth day God created PATTI SMITH," 4 x 10.5 inches.

10. Two concert tickets, one from a 1979 performance at the Palladium in NYC and one from the 5/11/1979 at the
Capitol Theatre in Passaic, NJ, together with the program from the NJ performance

11. Three vintage photographs, including one 8 x 10 inch Arista promotional glossy black and white photograph of Smith
wearing a late 1960's Vietnam jacket and looking in the mirror. The jacket reads "Fighters By Day/Lovers By
Night/Drunkards By Choice."

12. A Lenny Kaye autograph on the back of a matchbook cover, together with various Patti Smith news and review
clippings ("Hit Parader," "Creem," etc.)

13. An original poster for the 2005 30th Anniversary Edition of "Horses," signed and inscribed: "people have the power Patti Smith" in black marker. Together with a rare DVD of Smith's 2005 in-store appearance at Tower Records,
performing with her band, telling stories and answering audience questions.
14. Original 1977 broadside titled "You Can't Say 'Fuck' in Radio Free America." Printed simultaneously with the
publication of the article in the April 1977 issue of "Yipster Times", this is Patti's official response to her New Year's Eve
concert being banned from broadcast on WNEW Radio because of her use of the word live on air in a previous interview.
Often reprinted in magazine articles and Patti's own books, this is the true first printing of what many feel is one of her
finest early works. This copy was obtained from the library of Patti Smith's sister, Kimberly Smith, with her signature in
the upper left corner of the verso. Light shelf wear, otherwise in fine condition with no chips, creases or toning. 8.5 x 11
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inches.

15. 1 Patti Smith Group Program for the Capitol Theatre in Passaic, NJ

16. Signed "Nova Convention Revisited" Broadside. A remarkable broadside signed by all of the musicians featured at
the performance. The original Nova Convention was a multimedia retrospective of Burrough's work held from November
30 to December 2, 1978 at various places in New York.

(9742) $3,750.00

12. [Jazz & Song] Smith, Patti. (b. 1946) Signed Letter with Drawing to Steve Paul.
Typed letter signed "Patti Lee [heart drawing]". 1 page, 7 x 9 inches. N.p., n.d.. An intimate
and revealing letter to Steve Paul, Smith's former boyfriend, manager of the 'The Scene'
club and ownder of Blue Sky Records. In full:
"Thank you for your letter. I will always treasure it. It is a sweet illustration of how you and
I have triumphed over the pain we suffered from each other in the past. I guess I re-read
that letter about ten times. I know you well enough that you don't give praise lightly. It was
better than any review I'll ever get. // Thank you too for your offer. As usual you have the
power to make a girl feel like Mr. Ziegfeld just pulled her outta the chorus line closer to the
limelight. I am being taken care of in regard to these matters at present. However I take
your letter to mean I can come to you when I need a certain kind of magic and guidance
that only you are capable of giving. // Meanwhile I'll keep working hard so that someday I'll
be worthy of that piano... // excuse my typing. as you may well remember it was never one of my strong points. // p.s. my
father and mother love the ricks album. especially our song. so does my sister and so does my brother...in fact all of
south jersey is pushing for Rick. (Allen like it too) // you know that song '...oh well, they can't take that away from me.'
that's how i feel about your belief in me. and the spark that has ALWAYS connected us even when things were bad.... //
xxxxlove to you and all thats blue."
An early and very interesting letter from the American singer-songwriter, poet and visual artist, who became a highly
influential component of the New York City punk rock movement with her 1975 debut album Horses. Called the
"Godmother of Punk", her work was a fusion of rock and poetry. In 2005, Patti Smith was named a Commander of the
Ordre des Arts et des Lettres by the French Minister of Culture and in 2007, she was inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame. On November 17, 2010, she won the National Book Award for her memoir Just Kids. (12580) $1,200.00

13. [Jazz & Song] Tatum, Art. (1909–1956) Art Tatum's "Penciliter".
Gold-finished mechanical pencil with cigarette lighter top, owned and used by the
important jazz pianist. Manufactured by Ronson, the pencil barrel twists to extend a lead
(still present); the clip pulls down to strike a light (no longer functional.) Some light wear
and small dents; overall fine. 5.25 inches (13.5 cm) long.
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From the Estate of Art Tatum.
Art Tatum is considered one of the world's greatest jazz pianists. Tatum had received some formal musical training but,
utilizing his perfect pitch, was mainly self-taught. He was known for his experimental and creative playing, as well as his
legendary speed and improvisational skills. Despite being nearly blind, Tatum's dexterity made him an excellent player,
as can be heard on the 1933 recording 'Tea for Two,' one of his best known songs. Ahead of his time, Art Tatum's
techniques would contribute to the development of modern jazz, with aspects of his technique influencing musicians
including Charlie Parker, Bud Powell, and Oscar Peterson. Tatum, after his sadly premature death at age 47, was
recognized for his considerable talents and his contributions to the jazz world when he was posthumously inducted into
the Down Beat Jazz Hall of Fame, the International Hall of Fame, and awarded a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award,
among other honors.
(16943) $1,200.00

14. [Jazz & Song] Tatum, Art. (1909–1956) Group of Smoking Articles belonging to
Art Tatum.
Group of smoking articles owned and used by the important jazz pianist, including a
tortoiseshell cigarette holder, a portable ashtray engraved to him with an inscription, and a
cigarette lighter.

Elegant ca. 1940s cigarette holder in tortoiseshell plastic with brass trim. In original case with lizard-look covering.
Some light wear to the case and the end of the cigarette holder; overall in fine condition and very well-preserved. 4.5
inches (11.5 cm) long.
Portable ash tray, inscribed in cursive on the lid: "To Art from Key and Hieni." The ashtray is round with a small handle,
hinging open to show a rest for a cigarette. In a small decorative cardboard box, lined in cotton wool. Box largely split
and in fair condition; ashtray very fine. 3 inches (7.5 cm) long.
Ronson cigarette lighter, ca. 1940's. Finished in silver and black enamel with a design of a silver circle and red lines.
Some light tarnishing, rust, and dirt around the lighter parts; not currently functioning, but overall in fine condition. Ca.
2 inches (5 cm) tall.
From the Estate of Art Tatum.
Art Tatum is considered one of the world's greatest jazz pianists. Tatum had received some formal musical training but,
utilizing his perfect pitch, was mainly self-taught. He was known for his experimental and creative playing, as well as his
legendary speed and improvisational skills. Despite being nearly blind, Tatum's dexterity made him an excellent player,
as can be heard on the 1933 recording 'Tea for Two,' one of his best known songs. Ahead of his time, Art Tatum's
techniques would contribute to the development of modern jazz, with aspects of his technique influencing musicians
including Charlie Parker, Bud Powell, and Oscar Peterson. Tatum, after his sadly premature death at age 47, was
recognized for his considerable talents and his contributions to the jazz world when he was posthumously inducted into
the Down Beat Jazz Hall of Fame, the International Hall of Fame, and awarded a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award,
among other honors.
(16940) $2,500.00
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15. [Jazz & Song] Tatum, Art. (1909–1956) Hall of Fame Certificate.
1978 National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences "Hall of Fame" certificate,
posthumously recognizing Art Tatum's solo albums "The Genius of Art Tatum." The
certificate features a large embossed seal of the National Academy at the head. Together
with a letter to Mrs. Geraldine Tatum, Art Tatum's widow, from the President of the
Academy, presenting the award, and the original mailer in which the certificate was sent.
Rather heavily toned, but overall in very good condition. 11.5 x 16 inches (29 x 40.5 cm).

From the Estate of Art Tatum.
Art Tatum is considered one of the world's greatest jazz pianists. Tatum had received some formal musical training but,
utilizing his perfect pitch, was mainly self-taught. He was known for his experimental and creative playing, as well as his
legendary speed and improvisational skills. Despite being nearly blind, Tatum's dexterity made him an excellent player,
as can be heard on the 1933 recording 'Tea for Two,' one of his best known songs. Ahead of his time, Art Tatum's
techniques would contribute to the development of modern jazz, with aspects of his technique influencing musicians
including Charlie Parker, Bud Powell, and Oscar Peterson. Tatum, after his sadly premature death at age 47, was
recognized for his considerable talents and his contributions to the jazz world when he was posthumously inducted into
the Down Beat Jazz Hall of Fame, the International Hall of Fame, and awarded a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award,
among other honors.
(16936) $750.00

16. [Jazz & Song] The Temptations. (1960–) "Hey Girl" - Autograph Score.
Handwritten score sheet for the Temptations' 1973 song "Hey Girl," giving the parts for
saxophones, trumpets, trombone, guitar and bass. Written in pencil over six pages on three
large double-sided dance score pad sheets printed with nineteen staves, of which only nine
have been used. Sheets folded in the center with some edge wear, small edge tears, and
light toning; overall very good. Each sheet 18.25 x 12.25 inches (47 x 31.5 cm).

The slow ballad "Hey Girl" opens The Temptations' 1973 album Masterpiece. The present manuscript appears to be from
an alternate or incomplete version of the recorded arrangement, although the saxophone solo at the beginning matches
the recorded version.
From the Gregory Reed Collection. Gregory Reed was Rosa Parks' lawyer, and consequently had in his possession a
number of documents relating to African American history and the Civil Rights movement. Additionally, he represented
the family members and Estates of members of various Motown groups, such as the Temptations.
(16946) $2,500.00
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17. [Jazz & Song] [The Temptations. (1960–)] Theme from Shaft - Autograph Score
with Set List and Musical Fragments.
An interesting sheet of autograph music and other notes from the beloved Motown group,
ca. early 1970's. 4 pp. manuscript paper bifolium. The first page has a partial score for the
1971 Isaac Hayes song "Theme from Shaft"; the second page six lines of rhythm and text
with two lines of chords below; the third page a set-list of Temptations classics; and the
final page one instrumental part for "Take a look around," with a further two lines of
sketched music at the foot and the note "Rehearsal 5:00 pm" at the head. Some light toning
and pencil smudges, but overall fine. 9.5 x 12.5 inches (24.3 x 31.8 cm).

The influential 1971 film Shaft stars Richard Roundtree as the eponymous private detective, hired by a Harlem mobster
to rescue his daughter from the Italian mobsters who have kidnapped her. One of the first and most successful
blaxploitation films, the movie touched on themes of race, masculinity, and sexuality. "Theme from Shaft," the theme
song by Isaac Hayes, was also wildly successful and was awarded a Grammy for Best Score Soundtrack Album and an
Academy Award for Best Original Song. We have found no recordings by the Temptations of "Theme from Shaft," but we
take it that this score, evidently in the hand of one of the group's members, was made for a performance during the early
1970's when the film and song were extremely popular.
We have also been unable to identify the spoken-word section on the second page in any of their songs, which is a list of
their famous song titles, rhythmicized and with the first few phrases assigned to singers "Dennis" [Edwards], "Damon"
[Harris] and the "Group." The seven measures of chord changes at the foot suggest this section may have been spoken
over a vamp as part of one of their songs or medleys. The set list on the next page lists the songs Superstar, I Can't Get
Next to You, Ain't No Sunshine, Cloud Nine, Take a Look Around, Get Ready, Beauty is Only Skin Deep, I'm Gonna Make
You Love Me, Never Can Say Goodbye, Imagination, Ball of Confusion, and We Love You, among others.
From the Gregory Reed Collection. Gregory Reed was Rosa Parks' lawyer, and consequently had in his possession a
number of documents relating to African American history and the Civil Rights movement. Additionally, he represented
the family members and Estates of members of various Motown groups, such as the Temptations.
(16945) $2,500.00

18. [Jazz & Song] [Woodstock Festival] Rare 1969 Woodstock Festival Program.
Program book from the legendary Woodstock Festival of August 15–17, 1969. The cover
design shows a field of grass and flowers with the text "3 days of peace & music," and the
internal pages include graphically interesting designs featuring Joan Baez, Arlo Guthrie,
Ravi Shankar, Joe Cocker, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, as well as a two-page spread of The
Grateful Dead. Contents include profiles of each musician, original ads and selected lyrics.
58 pp. Original stapled wrappers. Programs from Woodstock are very rare. In very fine
condition save some light rubbing to the back cover. 8.5 x 11 inches (21.3 x 27.5 cm).

Billed as "An Aquarian Exposition: 3 Days of Peace & Music," the Woodstock Festival was held at Max Yasgur's 600-acre
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dairy farm near White Lake in Bethel, New York, 43 miles (70 km) southwest of Woodstock. Over the sometimes rainy
weekend, 32 acts performed outdoors. It is widely regarded as a pivotal moment in popular music history, as well as the
definitive nexus for the larger counterculture generation. Rolling Stone listed it as one of the 50 Moments That Changed
the History of Rock and Roll. Joni Mitchell described the legendary event as "a spark of beauty" where half-a-million kids
"saw that they were part of a greater organism". In 2017, the festival site was listed on the National Register of Historic
Places.
(17003) $1,800.00

19. Anderson, Marian. (1897–1993) My Lord, What a Morning - SIGNED. New York:
The Viking Press. 1956.
Signed autobiography from the trailblazing African-American opera singer. Signed on the
title: "To Paul / Kind regards / Marian Anderson." 312 pp. 8vo. Original cloth-backed
boards. Fine copy in original dust jacket with some edge wear, shelf soiling, and small edge
losses.

From the library of Paul McMahon, a critic, photographer and artist who worked for more than 13 years touring with
Marlene Dietrich as the icon’s stage manager, announcer, dresser, secretary and escort, and later spent 25 years as an
arts and entertainment reviewer and photographer with Gay Community News, Esplanade, Tommy’s Connection, The
Mirror, Bay Windows and other publications. (17166) $375.00

20. [Autographs] [Guest Book] Hemingway, Ernest. (1899 - 1961) & Barber,
Samuel. (1910 - 1981) & Givenchy, Hubert de. (b. 1927) & Graham, Martha. (1894
- 1991) & Ferber, Edna. (1885 - 1968) etc Incredible 1950s Guest Book for the
Liberty Music Shop. Guest book for the famed Liberty Music Shop of New York,
containing approximately 200 autographs and inscriptions, signed by distinguished visitors,
a virtual who's who of the cultural life of 1950s New York. Written approximately 15 to a
page on the first 14 pages, some with date or place or comments, concluding with a large
bold signature by Marian Anderson, written diagonally across the blank page. Oblong 8vo,
leatherette. New York, [1956-57]. The signers include Ernest Hemingway, Samuel Barber, Martha Graham, Anna
Magnani, Hubert de Givenchy, Anthony Perkins, Fred Astaire, Hoagy Carmichael, Sarah Vaughan, Sammy Davis Jr., Bill
Hayes (with an AMQS), Alan Jay Lerner (2x), Yul Brynner, Ogden Nash, Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontaine, Andres Segovia,
Margaret Hamilton, Tony Bennett, Myrna Loy, Edna Ferber, Zino Francescatti, Byron Janis, Farley Grainger, Rex
Harrison, Broderick Crawford, Edward G. Robinson, George Szell, Jessica Tandy, Basil Rathbone, Claudette Colbert,
Hazel Scott, Raymond Massey, Michel Auclair, Alexander Smallens, Kate Smith, James Mason, Ray Bolger, Benny
Goodman, Noël Coward, Joan Blondell, Arnold Stang, Constance Talmadge, Garson Kanin, Mischa Elman, Erica Morini,
Connee Boswell, Mario del Monaco, Robert Helptmann, Andor Foldes, Marta Eggerth, Vincent Price, Lillian Gish,
Paulette Goddard, J. William Fulbright and dozens more.
The Liberty Music Shop was a fixture in the New York music scene from the 1930s through the 1950s, catering to
cognoscenti and celebrities. (9119) $4,500.00
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21. Beethoven, Ludwig van. (1770-1827) Grand Concerto pour le Pianoforte avec
Accompagnement de l'Orchestre compose et dedie a Son Altesse Imperiale
Roudolphe Archi-Duc d'Autriche etc....[No. 5, in E flat major] . . . Ouev. [sic] 73.
Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel. [1811]. First German edition, first issue. . Upright folio [piano
part only]. Disbound. 1f. (title), 3-42 pp. Price: "4 Rthlr." Engraved throughout. [PN] 1613.
Tempo of last movement: "Allegro ma non troppo." Small stain to lower right corner,
minimal foxing. First German edition, first issue. Kinsky p. 196; Hoboken 2, 332; Hirsch, IV,
319.

Kinsky considers the Breitkopf & Härtel edition to be the first, however, it is actually predated by the edition published
by Clementi in 1810. The present first issue of the German first edition is very rare. No copy of this piano part has
appeared at auction in nearly 70 years.
The Fifth Piano Concerto - the Emperor - is composed on a large scale, is the most ambitious in scope and longest of all
the concertos by Beethoven, and is regarded by many as his finest essay in this form. Unquestionably the best known of
Beethoven’s piano concerti, it is perhaps the best known piano concerto by any composer. One of Beethoven's great
iconoclastic works, it is a composition in which the composer reinvents the piano concerto, demolishing the older
structure of the eighteenth-century form and paving the way for the celebrated Romantic concertos of Schumann, Liszt,
Brahms and Tchaikovsky. With the appearance of the soloist after the stirring opening chord, Beethoven announces his
unmistakable intention to make the piano an equal protagonist with the orchestra in the unfolding musical drama. The
composer had anticipated this in the Fourth Piano Concerto, Op.58, a more reticent work, in the first movement of which
the piano enters alone and the orchestra quietly follows. Here in the "Emperor", however, Beethoven introduces the solo
piano in stark opposition to the orchestra by giving it a titanic flurry of arpeggios in alternation with thunderous chords
from the orchestra. Beethoven's radical approach is manifest in other ways too. Not only do its vast proportions dwarf
those of any previous concerto, its harmonic reach is also enormous, encompassing remote keys scarcely used before,
notably in the C-flat passage in the first movement, a kind of precursor to the famously remote key of B major used for
the slow movement. This new breadth of vision is reflected too in the tonal scope of the piano, Beethoven employing the
highest and lowest ranges of the keyboard as never before. The shimmering, unearthly beauty of the slow-movement
'adagio', is scarcely paralleled in all Beethoven. The first edition was announced for sale in February 1811.
(15081) $6,000.00

22. Beethoven, Ludwig van 1770-1827 Siebente Grosse Sinfonie in A dur von
Ludwig von Beethoven. 92tes Werk. Vollstandige Partitur. [Full Score]. Vienna: S. A.
Steiner. [1816]. First Edition, First Issue. First edition of the Seventh Symphony, preceding
the parts issue. 224 pages, 4to (c.24.5 x 20 cms), engraved title and dedication leaf to
Moritz von Fries, lithographed music, plate no.2560, unpriced on title. The prodigy
organist William Crotch's signed copy dated August 1827. Later three-quarters morocco
gilt, untrimmed. 10 1/4 x 8 inches (26.2 x 21 cm); with engraved title, dedication and pages
2-224 of lithographed music (p. 1 blank). Old dampstain to gutter causing short split to
lower gutter margin and affecting first leaves, small paper replacement to lower right
corner of title, p. 39, and final leaf, early London bookseller's stamp to title, spotted
throughout, the binding rubbed along joints and extremities. [Hoboken 396; Fuld, p.561;
Kinsky, p.259; Hirsch IV.346]
This is the first appearance of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony in A major, written between 1811-12, which features an
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allegretto that was encored on opening night and was performed separately from the symphony on many occasions.
Many were enamored of the symphony and Wagner described it as the "Apotheosis of the Dance." This copy with the
interesting provenance of William Crotch, who at the time he dated the title page was Principal of the Royal Academy of
Music. The modern endpaper of this copy is also signed by the organist A.H. Mann of Kingsfield, Cambridge. Rare. James
Fuld's own copy, now at the Pierpont Morgan Library in New York, containing "at least 25 [errors] on the first page
alone", is possibly a proof copy.

(13399) $12,500.00

23. Bonnard, Pierre. (1867 - 1947); Terrasse, Claude. (1867 - 1923) Petit solfège
illustré. Illustrations de Pierre Bonnard. Deuxième mille. Paris: Ancienne Maison
Quantin/Librairies-Imprimeries Réunies. [1893]. First edition. (2), 30, (2)pp. 30
compositions by Bonnard, mostly printed in colors, integrated with and surrounding the
texts and musical passages. Oblong 4to. Publisher’s dec. boards, 1/4 cloth, with full-cover
illustrations by Bonnard on both front and back.
One of Bonnard’s earliest and most charming publications, a primer in musical notation for
children, by his brother-in-law Claude Terrasse. “I have to think of the decorators of ancient
missals, or of the art that the Japanese put into the decoration of encyclopedic dictionaries to give myself some courage,”
he wrote to Vuillard in 1891, during the creation of the book. In all, 2,000 copies were printed, in two issues of 1,000
copies; this example from the second. Covers slightly rubbed, overall a nice copy. Terrasse 6; Basel 27; Chapon p. 65;
Söderberg p. 138; Turn of a Century 56; Carteret IV.77 6 . (7181) $3,500.00

24. Brahms, Johannes. (1833-1897) Signed Cabinet Photograph. Cabinet
photograph, signed by the German romantic composer and pianist. A head and shoulders
image of the famous composer shown in semi-profile in this 1894 photograph by Rudolf
Krziwanek, signed at the upper left portion of the image in dark black ink, "Johannes
Brahms". 10.8 x 16.4 cm [4.25 x 6.5 inches]. In exceptionally fine condition, contained in a
mat but easily removed.

Brahms - though an autograph collector himself - disliked the notion of his signature being
collected. He rarely signed photographs (and if so, usually on the verso), signed many
letters with his initials only, and the present fully signed example is a rarity indeed.

(17183) $12,500.00
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25. Brahms, Johannes. (1833-1897) Brahms on his Deathbed - Original
Photograph. A moving original photograph of the great composer on his deathbed, as
photographed by Eugen von Miller zu Aichholz. Brahms is seen from the left side resting
peacefully in bed, with a few flowers strown around his head and shoulders. The
photograph has been tipped to a cardboard mount loosely covered in dark red velvet. A few
very light scuffs to the surface of the photograph; overall wear to the velvet mount, with
toned tape repair to the verso; photograph otherwise in fine condition. Photograph 4 7/8 x
3.5 inches (12.4 x 9 cm), mounted to 7 x 7 inches (18 x 18 cm).

Although the photographer is not identified on the print, this image is one of two captured at Brahms' deathbed by
Eugen von Miller zu Aichholz, one of the sons of the Austrian intellectual and industrial von Miller zu Aichholz family,
with whom Brahms spent some time in his later years. We have also seen the other photograph of the two, which is taken
from the foot of the bed, with the arrangement of bedclothes recognizably the same. This photograph was the basis for
Ludwig Michalek's drawing of Brahms on his deathbed.
(14657) $2,500.00

26. Cage, John. (1912-1992) "John Cage in Concert" - Original Flyer.
Original flyer/poster for "John Cage in Concert," a February 22, 1975 performance with
Nancy Seymour in Fort Lauderdale, FL, sponsored by Broward Community College and
featuring performances of Cage's works "Empty Words, Part III" and "Music for Marcel
Duchamp." The striking poster design features a large mushroom surrounded by brown
lettering. On the verso, a halftone photograph of Cage with the quotation, "It behooves us
therefore to see each thing directly as it is, be it the sound of a tin whistle or the elegant
Lepiota Procera." Folding crease; overall in fine condition. 8.5 x 9.25 inches.

An interesting poster from the innovative and influential American composer who once said that if he were to live his life
over again, he would be a botanist rather than an artist. He was in fact an amateur mycologist of some distinction,
helping to found the New York Mycological Society, winning an Italian TV quiz on mushrooms in the 1950s, and cowriting (with Lois Long and Alexander Smith) "The Mushroom Book."
(15040) $475.00

27. Cage, John. (1912-1992) & Long, Lois "Mud Book. How to make Pies and
Cakes." - SIGNED. New York: Abrams. 1988. Small format (13.5 x 13.5 cm) hardcover
volume, signed and inscribed by the composer on the front free endpage. A humorous and
illustrated collection of "perfect" recipes for the production of mud pies and mud layer
cakes, with pebble filling. Small tear to rear dj, otherwise in very fine condition (8796)
$250.00
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28. Cage, John. (1912–1992) "Variations I" - Graphic Autograph Musical
Quotation.
Autograph musical quotation signed, ca. 1986, from the influential American composer's
Variations I, taking the form of five overlapping straight lines and two dots. Cage has
identified the piece and signed at the foot. Penned in blue ballpoint on an index card, 5 x 3
inches (12.7 x 7.6 cm). Identified in pencil on the verso in another hand and dated ca. 1986.
The composer described his Variations as "a highly indeterminate piece" where "the straight lines are the various
parameters of sound and the points are sounds."
(16810) $650.00

29. [CALIFORNIA] [Garden, Mary. (1874–1967)] Silverwood, Francis Beatty.
(1863–1924) & Frankenstein, Abraham Franklin. (1873–1934) I Love You California
- Original Sheet Music. [Los Angeles?]: F. B. Silverwood. c. 1913. Fifteenth Edition.
Original sheet music to what would later become the state song of California, the cover
featuring a bold image of soprano Mary Garden, who popularized the song. The back cover
shows a facsimile of a letter from Garden to the lyricist: "Dear Mr. Silverwood: I am proud
to be the first to sing your most beautiful song in public..." 4 pp. Area of foxing to the front
cover, and some light edge wear and toning; overall fine. 10.75 x 14 inches (27.2 x 35.3
cm).

"I Love You, California" (1913) is the official state song of California. The lyrics were written by Francis Beatty
Silverwood, a Los Angeles clothier, and the words were subsequently put to music by Abraham Franklin Frankenstein,
then conductor of the Orpheum Theatre Orchestra. Later in 1913, the song was introduced by opera star Mary Garden,
associated with the Chicago Grand Opera at that time. "Mary Garden stopped Grand Opera to make this California song
famous," read the notices, virtually ensuring the popularity and success of the new song. In 1951, the State Legislature
passed a resolution designating it as California's state song.
(15473) $75.00

30. Chopin, Frédéric. (1810-1849) Signed French Copyright Agreement for the
Publication of his Op. 20 Scherzo , Op. 21 Piano Concerto, Op. 22 Grand Polonaise
and the Mazurkas Op. 24. Very rare signed document from the Polish composer and
pianist, recording the sale of the French copyright to the Parisian publisher Maurice
Schlesinger for some of his most celebrated works: the Scherzo No. 1 in B minor Op. 20,
the Piano Concerto in F minor Op. 21, the Grand Polonaise in E-flat major Op. 22, and the
four Op. 24 Mazurkas. 1 page. Paris, August, 1835. 20.5 x 22.5 cm. The handwritten
document in French, prepared by a representative of the publishing company, signed by the
composer in full "F.F. Chopin." "Je reconnais avoir vendu a Mr. Maur. Sch..ger la propriete
pour la France des oeuvres suivants de ma Composition et j'ai recu de lui pour les dits
ouvrages la somme de Douze cent francs...les ouvrages sont // 1. Scerzo op. // 2. 4. Mazurka
op. // 3. Concerto. op. // 4. Polonaise op. // Paris le 7 Aout / 1835." On laid paper, the verso
with a later note from the Publisher "7 Août 1835 Chopin." Upper margin stained, various creases and some small losses
along the right edge, affecting two words, else fine. A great rarity.
The present agreement was forged just as Chopin prepared to leave Paris to visit his parents in Karlsbad for the first
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time since leaving Poland and his departure "marked the end of an extraordinary phase in his musical career. " (Tad
Szulc, "Chopin in Paris," p. 109) The composer here acknowledges receipt of an advance payment from Maurice
Schlesinger (1798-1871), who lead one of the most important musical publishing firms in Paris. Beginning in 1833, the
Schlesinger firm published the first editions of 40 works by Chopin (op. 1-34 and 44-56, with the exception of op. 3-5, 16,
17, 19, 28), though Chopin's relationship with Schlesinger was a sometimes uneasy one. In a letter to Julien Fontana 3
March, 1839, the composer refers frequently to the publisher as "le Juif" and to Schlesinger's underhanded ways,
remarking that "Schlesinger has always duped me," alluding to his having been used to make unreasonably profits, while
slightly conceding the expenses that publishing entails. Although Chopin published also with other publishers, he most
highly prized Schlesinger's publications, because it was mostly due to these that he owed his elevated position in the
French music market.
Though without listing opus numbers, the agreement applies to the Scherzo No. 1 in B minor Op. 20, the Piano Concerto
in F minor Op. 21, the Grand Polonaise in E-flat major Op. 22, and the four Op. 24 Mazurkas. The Scherzo was composed
between 1831-34 and was first published in 1835, by Schlesinger. The Concerto in F minor op. 21 was composed
1829/1830, first performed in Warsaw, on March 17, 1830 and first published in 1836, by Schlesinger. The Grand
Polonaise was composed 1830-1836, first performed in Paris on April 26, 1835 and first published in 1836, by
Schlesinger (this is the haunting Polonaise featured in the Roman Polanski film "The Pianist"). The four Mazurkas, op. 24
were composed 1833-1835 and first published in 1835, by Schlesinger.
The present document has been authenticated by Hanna Wroblewska-Straus, Emeritus Director of The Frederick Chopin
Institute in Warsaw and one of the leading Chopin scholars in the world. (11400) $50,000.00

31. Feldman, Morton. (1926 - 1987) Autograph Letter. Exceedingly rare autograph
letter from the influential American composer, a pioneer of indeterminate music, who
works are characterized by notational innovations and a very particular sound: rhythms
that seem to be free and floating; pitch shadings that seem softly unfocused; a generally
quiet and slowly evolving music; recurring asymmetric patterns.
Autograph Letter to the noted music administrator and author Renee Levine [Packer]. 2
pp. Folio, ca. 253 x 203 mm. Dated August 23, 1977. Densely written In black ink on light
blue paper. Slightly creased and worn; minor annotations in pencil to verso. Feldman
relates his difficulties with certain members of his touring ensemble, which seem to be
mitigated by his trips to Shiraz (where he has bought the "rug of his... dreams"), and
especially Persepolis, with its ruins of "that elegant civilization." A certain [Alfred?] Rosner
has written to him about the Hungarian composer György Ligeti, "so a concert has to be put
together." He reviews programs for the "first three concerts in Buffalo," presumably with its contemporary music group,
which will include pieces by Cage, Scelsi, Xenakis, Boulez, Takemitsu, and "hopefully Lukas [Foss]'s new work," among
others. He has seen the noted pianist, John Tilbury, who should arrive in Buffalo in several days. Finally, he includes
details about a "Robert R[auschenberg?]" evening, which will feature the premiere of Feldman's Inst. III (for flute, oboe,
and percussion), as well as The King [of Denmark] (1964) and Two Piano Solos (1952).
"... Oboe players seem to be very difficult... like their inst[ruments] they always seem to be on the verge of a squeak. This
one is no exception. First, we get into Amst[erdam] and he's not there – two days later he had a solo with the Amsterdam
Phil – and with this or that absolutely no time to rehearse Jerry's piece. He's too busy in short and though he plays
beautifully, the Xenakis was not properly prepared. Now in Koln he's beefing that he didn't expect to be here so long...
Nora (in England) mentioned she had conflicts with our first concert in Carnegie Hall! She was also asking about what
the program of the first Buffalo concert was as she....... Might be a good idea to mention only the Xenakis. About the
Robert R. evening: I would be happiest if it could be done in the sculpt[ure] court. In fact – the aud. would be a disaster
and have to act like a C.A. and say 'I cannot make' it there... Don't tell Somit [?] – bought the rug of my (and anyone's)
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dreams in Shiraz. It is weaved so tight that it weighs about 4 1/2 lbs. I just put it on a pants hanger and put a jacket over
it... "
"Influenced by abstract painting, [Feldman's] music often employs alternative notational and organizational systems that
contribute to a compositional style centred on gestural, timbral and non-metric relationships." Steven Johnson in Grove
Music Online.
"Born in France, raised in New York and Mexico City, Levine Packer worked with Lukas Foss and was co-director with
Morton Feldman of the renowned contemporary music group in Buffalo, New York, and a director of the Contemporary
Music Festival at the California Institute of the Arts. She was Director of the Inter-Arts program at the National
Endowment for the Arts, the producer of Steve Reich and Beryl Korot's multimedia opera The Cave, and a dean at the
Maryland Institute College of Art." Oxford University Press online.

Letters from Feldman are very rare on the market. (13755) $1,500.00

32. Feldman, Morton. (1926 - 1987) Autograph Letter. Exceedingly rare autograph
letter from the influential American composer, a pioneer of indeterminate music, who
works are characterized by notational innovations and a very particular sound: rhythms
that seem to be free and floating; pitch shadings that seem softly unfocused; a generally
quiet and slowly evolving music; recurring asymmetric patterns.
Autograph Letter to the noted music administrator and author Renee Levine [Packer]. 2
pp. Large oblong octavo, ca. 177 x 216 mm. Dated December 7, 1980. In black ink on
letterhead of the "State University of New York at Buffalo... Department of Music." With
original autograph envelope with Levine's address at the Califonia Institute of the Arts in black ink and "Department of
Music... State University of New York at Buffalo" printed to recto, postmarked Buffalo, December 8, 1980. Feldman
relays important information about his arrival at the California Institute of the Arts Contemporary Music Festival, which
is to take place on February 26-March 1, 1981. He includes the title of his Thursday seminar lecture – "The Use of a 12
Tone System in Varese's Deserts" – as well as performance notes for his notorious String Quartet I, which was first
performed in New York by the Columbia String Quartet on May 4, 1980.
"... String Quartet was completed on Nov. 2, 1979... For me the focus (not discounting my material) was more in what
happens to the forms of the music as the length of an ostensibly 'one movement' work is extended beyond what was
familiar to me... What developed in String Quartet might best be described as 'novel' form, where one's sense of time is
somewhat more displaced than in a musical composition; and where chronological information aids our insight in
understanding the 'story', rather than the cause and affect[!] syndrome which is so indigenous to how we listen to
music."
Slightly worn; creased at folds; handstamped "Received Dec 12 1980 Admissions and Records" to blank lower margin of
verso. Together with: The original program booklet for the 1981 CalArts Contemporary Music Festival, which includes a
slightly edited version of Feldman's program notes from our letter; as well as biographies, photographs, and additional
program notes of Levine, Feldman, and other well-known 20th-century composers featured at the Festival. 22 pp. Small
oblong folio. Slightly worn; first leaves creased at inner margins.
"Influenced by abstract painting, [Feldman's] music often employs alternative notational and organizational systems that
contribute to a compositional style centred on gestural, timbral and non-metric relationships." Steven Johnson in Grove
Music Online.
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"Born in France, raised in New York and Mexico City, Levine Packer worked with Lukas Foss and was co-director with
Morton Feldman of the renowned contemporary music group in Buffalo, New York, and a director of the Contemporary
Music Festival at the California Institute of the Arts. She was Director of the Inter-Arts program at the National
Endowment for the Arts, the producer of Steve Reich and Beryl Korot's multimedia opera The Cave, and a dean at the
Maryland Institute College of Art." Oxford University Press online.
Letters from Feldman are very rare on the market. (13756) $1,500.00

33. Haydn, Joseph. (1732-1809) Autograph Signature on Concert Ticket for
Premiere of Symphony 97. A rare autograph signature ("Haydn"), on a printed concert
ticket for "Dr. Haydn's Night," held on May 3, 1792 in London at the Hanover Square
Rooms. Ticket number ("187") written at lower left, presumably also in Haydn's hand. 12 x
8 cm [3 x 4 1/2 inches]; horizontal fold with short closed separation at left edge, inlaid.
Rare. While Haydn authorised the publications of some of his works with his stamp or
signature, we have located no other examples of signed tickets of this type being offered in
over thirty years of auction records or on the market. Matted together with an original
stipple engraving (18 x 25 cm) of the composer composing at a keyboard, by the French
printmaker Antoine Louis Francois Sergent-Marceau (1751 - 1847).
"Haydn Nights," small concerts whose proceeds went to Haydn, were held during the
composer's trips to London in 1791-92 and 1794-95. The fifth of the so-called twelve
London Symphonies (numbers 93-104), Haydn's Symphony No. 97 in C major, Hoboken I/97
was most likely premiered at the present concert. First published in England, it made its
way to the continent a few years later and was used by Ludwig van Beethoven as a model
for a symphony in C major he never completed. (11366) $20,000.00

34. [Lully, Jean-Baptiste. (1632-1687)] Lully, Jean-Louis. (1667-1688) & Lambert,
Madeleine. (1643 - 1720) Autograph Receipt of Wages and Signed Document.
Very rare autograph document signed by the French composer and youngest son of JeanBaptiste Lully, who died at the age of 21 on December 23, 1688, having inherited his
father's job as court composer to Louis XIV in 1687. The document acknowledging the
receipt of his wages as surintendant et compositeur de la musique de la chambre du roi. 1
page, on vellum. Dated August 26, 1687 (signed "J. L. de Lully") . 9.5 x 6 inches (24 x 15.3
cm). Together with a document signed by his mother, Madeleine Lambert, the widow of Jean-Baptiste Lully and daughter
of composer Michel Lambert. Printed document with autograph additions, dated December 23, 1699 and signed by
Lambert and seven others; 3 pp. 8.75 x 13 inches (22.5 x 33 cm).
Some light toning and staining to the documents, consistent with their age; overall well-preserved and in very good to
fine condition. From the collection of Henry Prunières.
The youngest son of Jean-Baptiste Lully, Jean-Louis Lully was a proficient composer, although probably not any more
accomplished than his brothers, Louis and Jean-Baptiste fils. He succeeded his father as surintendant and composer to
the court after Lully's death, but only held the position for less than two years before his early death at age
21. Madeleine Lambert was the daughter of the composer Michel Lambert; she married J.-B. Lully in 1662.
(12460) $3,500.00
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35. Mahler, Gustav. (1860–1911) "You can't write melodies with frozen fingers!" Autograph Letter.
Autograph letter from the important composer to his friend Nina Spiegler ("Nanna"),
complaining of the cold and his difficulties composing, and mentioning Hans Richter,
Robert Fuchs, and writer Siegfried Lipiner. [July 14, 1899.] 2 pp. Fold crease, minor
spotting. Framed in a double-sided frame. Sight size 5.5 x 6 inches (13.5 x 15.8 cm), framed
to 7 x 8 inches.

Translated from the German, in full: "My dearest Nana, I am a terrible person not to have written to you yet (I meant to
every day), and I remain a terrible person, because even today all I have to say is that I'm not going to write to you, but
give you my best wishes and tell you that my thoughts are very often with you both. This year things have gone very
badly for me! In the middle I lost the thread of everything, and I cannot pick all these threads up again. I feel quite
miserable about it, as though I had something serious on my conscience. I'm afraid the spa music and the dreadful water
is to blame for that! A stove in my room might have been my Muse—but you can't write melodies with frozen
fingers!—really it's only a slight consolation! I'll have to move in again on August 1st—against all the best practices,
since Richter is in Bayreuth and Fuch's Meisterhaus is not in the necessary condition as a consequence of a broken wine
bottle (the only connection that this good man has with Dionysius). O! Oh! Oh! Ah! Ah! Ah! Aaaaaaa! These my sounds of
distress to you! And you, poor thing! Lipiner's Adam is a wonderful thing! I have locked it in my heart, and am very
happy with it! Many best wishes to you and Albert from your hanged Gustav."
Nina Spiegler (1855–1937) was a close friend of Gustav Mahler and a central figure in the Pernerstorfer circle, a group
of Viennese intellectuals formed in the 1870's which was an important forum for Mahler's music. She was married to the
writer Siegfried Lipiner, mentioned in the present letter as the author of the play Adam, from 1881 to 1885; in 1891 she
married Albert Spiegler, another member of her Viennese circles.
In addition to being one of the best known composers of his era, Gustav Mahler was also among the most accomplished
conductors. He was appointed to the directorship of the Vienna Hofoper in 1897. He was known to retire to "composing
huts," one in Steinbach am Attersee from 1893 to around 1900, and then another on the shores of the Woerthersee in
Carinthia. In July 1899 he was on retreat in Altaussee, a period during which he met and first corresponded with Alma
Schindler, whom he would later marry.
(17007) $8,500.00
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36. Messiaen, Olivier. (1908–1992) & Loriod, Yvonne. (1924–2010) "Vingt Regards
sur l'Enfant-Jesus" - Signed Score. Paris: Durand. 1944 / 1971.
Double-signed score from the important French composer and his wife, the pianist Yvonne
Loriod, who premiered the work in 1944. Both Messiaen and Loriod have signed, inscribed,
and dated 1983 on the first page below the dedication to Loriod. Messiaen writes
(translated from the French): "For John Reiland, with the hope that my colors of rhythms
and chords will bring him joy... Olivier Messiaen." Loriod writes: "En souvenir de Mills
College! Amicalement...Yvonne Loriod, 4 Mai 1983." 177 pp. Softcover in orange paper
wrappers. Toning, some light edge wear to the wrappers, but overall fine. 10.5 x 13.25
inches (27 x 34 cm).

Widely regarded as one of the most important piano works of the 20th century, Vingt Regards sur l'enfant-Jésus ("Twenty
contemplations on the infant Jesus") is a suite of 20 pieces for solo piano, a meditation on the infancy of Jesus from
various perspectives: God, Mary, the angels, the shepherds, and from such abstract directions as "from the heights" and
"from time."
(16996) $1,800.00

37. Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus. (1756 - 1791) [KV 527] Il Dissoluto Punito o sia Il
Don Giovanni. Dramma giocoso. La Musica del Signore Wolffgango Mozard. Messa
per il Piano Forte del Carlo Zulehner. [Vocal Score]. Mainz: Schott. [1791]. First
Edition, First Issue. Oblong 4to. (21.5 x 30 cm). Title [verso blank]; [1]; Personen [2]; 3 207 pp. Engraved title and music. [PN] 138. Text in Italian and German. The first issue,
with the composer's name spelled "Mozard", in advance of the publication of the
subscriber's list and index of arias. Modern half goatskin binding. Occasional markings in
period ink or pencil, many pages with archival mending to the paper mostly in the margins,
the final page supplied in facsimile. A very good copy. Fuld p. 371; Haberkamp, p. 292;
RISM M4504; Hirsch, iv 134.
An extremely rare copy of the earliest issue of Mozart's greatest opera, regarded by many
as the finest opera ever composed. Only six copies are known to Haberkamp and the full
score of the work was not published until 1801.
In two acts with an Italian libretto by Lorenzo Da Ponte, Don Giovanni is based on the
legends of Don Juan, a fictional libertine and seducer. It was first performed by the Prague Italian opera at the Teatro di
Praga (now called the Estates Theatre) on October 29, 1787. (2367) $15,000.00
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38. [Paderewski, Ignace Jan. (1860–1941)] Pope Pius XI (1857–1939) Signed Letter
to Paderewski from Pope Pius XI.
Handwritten letter to the Polish pianist and politician, signed by Pope Pius XI, expressing
thanks for a gift from Paderewski's greenhouse and concluding with a Papal benediction.
December 17, 1926. 2 pp. Attractively calligraphed in French on both sides of the first
sheet of a folded leaf. Adorned with the Pope's gilt embossed seal at the head of the first
page. With original envelope with wax seal. Collector's stamp to the second page and to the
envelope. Some light handling wear and folding creases; overall fine. 9 x 6.75 inches (17.2
x 23.4 cm).

As Monsignor, Pius XI was sent to Poland as a Papal Delegate in 1918, where he became one of Paderewski's staunchest
friends and supporters. Born Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti, he reigned as Pope from 1922 until his death and issued
encyclicals condemning communism, fascism, and racism.
(17041) $1,200.00

39. Partch, Harry. (1901 - 1974) "Partch: 30 Years of Lyrical and Dramatic Music"
- Signed and Inscribed LP. Rare signed LP, released by Partch himself on his own private
Gate 5 label, this copy signed and inscribed on the back of the sleeve: "For Pat Ford – Harry
Partch. June 1970." Some edge wear and partial splits to the sleeve, overall very good.
Record present but untested.
Autograph material is very scarce from the American composer and instrument creator who
was one of the first twentieth-century composers to work extensively and systematically
with microtonal scales. He wrote much of his music for custom-made instruments that he
built himself, tuned in 11-limit (43-tone) just intonation. The present album contains
Partch's works Poems by Li Po, Windsong, Two Studies on Ancient Greek Scale, Intrusions, Cloud-Chamber Music, Bless
This Home, and By the Rivers of Babylon. (17187) $575.00

40. Puccini, Giacomo. (1858-1924) “CACCA DI LUCCA” - Obscene Autograph
Poem.
An obscene autograph poem of eight lines entitled "Cacca di Lucca," signed "Giacomo
Puccini," dedicated to his friends from Lucca for New Year [18]99, and marked on the verso
"Da Affiggere in Ventrina" ["To be displayed in the window"]. Toning and foxing, with
folding creases and one slight split, but overall very good. 9 x 7 inches (22.8 x 17.8 cm).

Cacca di Lucca é sempre senza pecca
Anche se é fatta in fretta da Baldracca
Sia gialla, nera, or rossa come lacca
Cacca di Lucca é sempre senza pecca.
Sia secca, o a oliva cucca, o a fil di rócca
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O fatta a neccio come fa la mucca
Il suo profumo acuto mai ci stucca
Cacca di Lucca é proprio senza pecca.
[Poop of Lucca is always flawless even if it is made in haste... is black, yellow or red as a lacquer. poop of Lucca is always
flawless. Either dry, or in olive, or or as the does the cow, its sharp scent...]
Lucca was Puccini’s home town: he was born there on 22 October 1858. There was a strong streak of coarseness and
vulgarity in Puccini's boisterous personality and similar poems by him survive. In a sense, these are not unlike the playful
bantering students in Acts I and 4 of La Bohème.
(17021) $6,000.00

41. Reich, Steve. (b. 1936) Music for 18 Musicians - Signed Promotional LP. Signed
LP of the influential composer's minimalist work Music for 18 Musicians, together with an
original program from a performance of the work at Columbia University on October 18,
1978. The LP, a not-for-sale promotional copy of the 1978 first recording, has been signed
and dated by Reich on the cover at the October 1978 performance. Light water staining to
the LP sleeve, but overall in fine condition, 12.25 inches (31 cm) square. Program 5 stapled
pages, very fine; 8.5 x 11 inches (21.7 x 28 cm).

Music for 18 Musicians is a work of musical minimalism composed by Steve Reich during 1974–1976. Its world premiere
was on April 24, 1976, at The Town Hall in New York City. Following this, a recording of the piece was released by ECM
New Series. The work was Reich's first attempt at writing for larger ensembles, and the extension of performers resulted
in a growth of psycho-acoustic effects, which fascinated Reich. An important factor in the piece is the use of human
breath, used in the clarinets and voices, which help structure and bring a pulse to the piece.
(16649) $750.00

42. Sondheim, Stephen. (b. 1930) Early Signed Photograph, "With all my unshaven
love.". 8 x 10 inch original portrait photograph of the beloved American composer and
lyricist, signed by the photographer l.r. in pencil on the 11 x 14 mount "Carrington" and
inscribed in ink by Sondheim "With all my unshaven love, Steve." Stains around the edges
of the mount, a strip of tape extending partially over the signature. Nevertheless, an
especially early and unusual signed photograph.
Elaine Carrington was a great friend of and collaborator with Sondheim in the 1950s and
although none of their projects came to frutition, the song "I Believe In You" was the result
of their work together. (9537) $1,600.00
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43. Sondheim, Stephen. (b. 1930) Group of Early Autograph Letters and Playbills.
An interesting group of autograph and typed letters signed from the important librettist
and composer, together with a group of playbills from several of his musicals. In fine
condition overall.

Corresponding with Norman Joondeph, a long-standing fan and supporter, Sondheim mentions several of his early
failures and successes. The exchange begins with Joondeph complimenting Sondheim on 1962's A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the Forum, rejecting critics' many negative reviews of the score. Sondheim replies: "A few more
like that and I'll have to stop nursing my critic-inflicted wounds," and explains he was not surprised that the score didn't
find favor, because "only derivative songs are easily grasped on one hearing." Sondheim's next letters, written between
1963 and 1964, shed light on the development of Anyone Can Whistle, initially titled Side Show. While traveling to
London for the British premiere of Forum ("a boring and hard job, but a necessary one... [but] everything about the
theater except the actual writing is boring and hard"), Sondheim predicts that Side Show will be "a great success or a
great disaster, nothing in between" and mentions the producer, Kermit Bloomgarden, and the director, Arthur Laurents.
Later, when the cast recording of Anyone Can Whistle has been made in 1964, he sends a recording of "There Won't Be
Trumpets" which was not included on the LP. Several later notes include Sondheim's thanks for cards and the gift of a
pillowcase, as he writes in 1989: "If Assassins turns out to be as controversial as I think it will, I'll use it to cover my
head."
Sondheim's path to success was not unbroken, with some of the shows of the 1960's marred by critical failures and early
closures. Although A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum ran for more than 950 performances and received
several Tonys, Sondheim himself was not nominated for the score. Anyone Can Whistle, which followed in 1964, closed
after only nine performances. Nevertheless, it can be seen as setting the stage for some of Sondheim's later successes,
as it introduced Angela Lansbury (who would later star in Sweeney Todd) to musical theater, and became a cult favorite.
The accusation often leveled at Anyone Can Whistle—that Sondheim was "too clever for his own good"—was one that
would arise throughout his career, even as he rose to become one of the central figures of musical theater.
Letters:
ALS from Joondeph to Sondheim (possibly a retained autograph copy of a letter that was sent), June 14, 1962, 2 pp.
"Dear Mr. Sondheim, This is one fan letter that I feel has to be written. I have been outraged by the reviews of 'A Funny
Thing...' concerning one aspect in particular - the score! Wilson in the June 10 Record Review of the Times pulled the
final straw. I saw the show at one of the previews in New York, perhaps the first. I saw you there with Leonard
Bernstein. I loved the show. [...] I feel your words & music are very right, otherwise it would not be the show the critics
all seemed to like. As great as Mostel is doing 'Comedy Tonight,' & as wonderful as the staging is, you have written one
[of] the best opening numbers on record. [...] I applaud your versatility - your talent and above all, your artistic integrity
& courage..."
ALS, June 16, 1962, 2 pp. "Dear Mr. Joondeph - Your literate letter pleased and delighted me. A few more like that and
I'll have to stop nursing my critic-inflicted wounds. And much as I enjoy grousing, I enjoy praise more. The reviews didn't
surprise me, though. Most of the critics don't know a good song from a bad one, and they certainly know nothing about
the function of songs in a musical - your perception of the latter is particularly gratifying. Also the score, is skimpily
presented - the listener gets hardly a chance to hear the songs. And only derivative songs are easily grasped on one
hearing (i.e., one chorus, no reprise, no underscoring.) Anyhow, not to sound pontifical, your enthusiasm heartens me
and I thank you for it and for taking the time to write. Sincerely, Steve Sondheim." With envelope.
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ALS, August 4, [1963], 2 pp. "Dear Mr. Joondeph - This will have to be brief, as I'm leaving for London tomorrow to see to
the British production of 'Forum' - a boring and hard job, but a necessary one. (As far as I'm concerned, everything about
the theater except the actual writing is boring and hard.) Thank you a second time for a nice letter. 'Side Show' is going
to be unusual, and I think, marvelous - i.e., a great success or a great disaster, nothing in between. I don't yet know how
Kermit is going to go about raising money, but please do call the office and let him know your interest (I appreciate it on
a number of counts). Let me know if you have any trouble - or better yet, let me know what he says. Sincerely, Stephen
Sondheim. P.S. I'll be back around Labor Day." With envelope.
ALS, September 11, [1963], 2 pp. "Dear Mr. Joondeph - Nice to hear from you again. Everything went moderately well in
Oxford where we opened last week, and ought to go much better (I hope) by the time the company gets to London. I
think the Bloomgarden office was probably straightforward and will indeed contact you. If they haven't done so by the
end of the month, let me know. Incidentally, Arthur Laurents is directing 'Side Show,' not me, thank God. I have neither
the patience nor the talent. So your investment will be much safer. Sincerely, Steve Sondheim." With envelope.
ALS, November 18, [1964], 2 pp. "Dear Mr. Joondeph - Thank you for your note. Unfortunately, this time around all the
money is being supplied by Richard Rodgers (who's also producing it) and Columbia Records. I'm taking the liberty of
enclosing a copy of 'There Won't Be Trumpets' that Lee Remick recorded at the end of the session. We didn't have room
on the LP to include it or her long speech. Sincerely, Stephen Sondheim."
TLS, August 4, 1966, 1 p. "Dear Norman - Thank you for your nice card. I appreciated it very much indeed. Steve." With
envelope.
TLS, December 5, 1989, 1 p. "Dear Mr. Joondeph - Thanks so much for the pillowcase. If Assassins turns out to be as
controversial as I think it will, I'll use it to cover my head. Merry Christmas, Stephen Sondheim." With envelope. Stain to
the signature.
TLS, February 23, 1993, 1 p. "Dear Norman - I'm sorry that you let your Manhattan Theatre Club membership lapse at
just the wrong time, but there's nothing I can do to help you get tickets -- I gave away my house seats on a first-come
first-serve basis beginning last November. Let's both hope the show transfers to a larger venue. Yours, Steve S." With
envelope.
Programs:
Playbill from the 1964 opening run of "Anyone Can Whistle" at the Majestic Theatre, dated April 1964.
Playbill from "Company" at the Alvin Theatre, dated December 1971.
Two playbills from the opening run of "Follies" at the Winter Garden Theatre, dated April 1971 and May 1972.
Playbill from "A Little Night Music" at the Shubert Theatre, dated February 1973.
Playbill from "A Little Night Music" at the Majestic Theatre (where the original Broadway production transferred after
several months), dated November 1973.
Playbill from the 1977 Music Box Theatre run of "Side by Side by Sondheim," undated [1977].
(16955) $2,800.00
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44. Sondheim, Stephen. (b. 1930) Original Childhood Photograph. Unusual original
first generation childhood portrait photograph of the beloved American composer and
lyricist, ca. 1940. 11 x 14 inches, with the raised stamp of the photographer (Natural of
New York), lower right. Corners creased or chipped, otherwise fine. (9538) $1,000.00

45. Sondheim, Stephen. (b. 1930) Original Childhood Photograph in clown
costume. Unusual original first generation Alba Studio doubleweight photograph of the
beloved American composer and lyricist as a young boy at a costume party, shown in the
clown costume, lower right, seated on the floor. 14 x 11 inches and in fine condition. Send
in the clowns! (9539) $1,000.00

46. Stravinsky, Igor. (1882–1971) [Molinari, Bernardino. (1880–1952)] Typed
Letter Signed with Musical Notes about the Rite of Spring. Typed letter signed from
the important composer to Italian conductor Bernardino Molinari, containing three
autograph musical examples in his hand from the Rite of Spring. Paris, August 1, 1938.
Stravinsky offers four clarifications about measures 142, 174, 181 and 201 of the work,
three of these with musical notation penned on machine-drawn staves. 1 page, 4to; folds,
faint scattered foxing, remnants of hinging at upper edge verso. Together with an 8 x 10
modern reproduction of a photograph of Stravinsky with a young Molinari and two others.

Translated from the French, in full: "My dear Molinari, 142 [musical example] is correct. 174 [musical example] is
correct. 181 [musical example] is correct. 201. No need for an accelerando or a "lunga ad libitum"—it should all be
played regularly in the tempo indicated at 186 and at the start of la Danse Sacrale 142 keeping the pulse of 126 to the
quarter note (=126). Excuse me, dear friend, that I write these lines in great haste. For your reference, may I bring to
your attention my Columbia record where The Rite is recorded under my direction, and where you therefore will be able
to find the answers to many of the questions that will arise as you study my score. As I am planning to travel and you risk
not being able to reach me if you have questions to ask me, these discs, faithful documents of the Rite, as far as I hear it,
will replace my personal indications. Yours, Igor Stravinsky."
(16991) $6,000.00
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47. Schoenberg, Arnold. (1874-1951) ‘Long live youth! Down with age!’ Autograph Quotation. Boldly penned amusing quotation from the Austrian-born composer
whose development of the ‘twelve-tone’ system proved to be one of the most far-reaching
innovations in the history of 20th century music. In German signed, ‘Arnold Schoenberg’,
24 February 1913, on a slip of ruled paper, the two lines of inscription translating as ‘Long
live youth! Down with age!’ A little soiling and a vertical crease which has split at the head
and bottom, the lower split extending just to the edge of the signature, 7 x 8.5 cm. (11558)
$2,500.00

48. Strauss II, Johann. (1825-1899) [Bertha Von Suttner (1843-1914)] Signed
Cabinet Photograph to the First Female Winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, Bertha
Von Suttner.
Interesting signed photograph of the eminent Viennese composer, aka the “Waltz King,”
best known for such all-time favorites as “The Beautiful Blue Danube” and the “Emperor
Waltz” and for the operetta staple, “Die Fledermaus.” The composer has signed and
inscribed Vienna, 5 August [18]92 to Bertha Von Suttner, winner of the 1905 Nobel Peace
Prize. Two small pinholes to mount, else in fine condition. 4 x 6.5 inches (10.5 x 16.3 cm).

The first woman to be awarded the Peace Prize, Suttner wrote one of the nineteenth century's most influential books, the
anti-war novel "Lay Down Your Arms" (1889). The title was provocative to many, but the anti-militaristic message caught
on. In the 1870s she became a close friend of Alfred Nobel's, and they corresponded for years on the subject of peace.
The Peace Prize Laureate became one of the leaders of the international peace movement, and in 1891 established the
Austrian Peace Society. At the male-dominated peace congresses she stood out as a liberal and forceful leader. At the
beginning of the new century she was referred to as the "generalissimo of the peace movement".
In the year prior to the present inscription, von Suttner's husband, the Baron, had founded the Vienna branch of the
Verein zur Abwehr des Antisemitismus (Union for the defense against anti-Semitism), and Johann Strauss was a
member.
(17185) $3,500.00

Dance
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49. [Dance] Nijinsky, Waslaw. (1889-1950) [Kachouba / Kashuba, Valentina.
(1900-1997) Signed Photograph to Ballets Russes dancer Valentina Kachouba. An
exceptionally rare signed original Count Jean de Strelecki head and shoulders photograph
of the dancer shown in a dramatic half-length pose as a Harlequin in the 1910 Fokine
Ballets Russes production of 'Carnaval,' music by Robert Schumann and sets by Leon Bakst.
Doubleweight photograph, inscribed and signed in Cyrillic “Na dobruyu Pamiat [Toun/Joun]
Kashube ot V.Nijinskogo" [For the good memories to / [ Toun/Joun?] Kashuba from
V.Nijinsky" and dated 1916 by Nijinsky in ink, lower left and stamped by the photographer
on the verso. Some mounting traces on the verso, very small nick to upper left corner in an
otherwise blank portion of the photograph, else fine. 18 x 23 cm [7 x 9 inches]. We have
been unable to conclusively identify the word preceding the ballerina's name, though we
suspect it is either some sort of private joke or nickname or alternatively, one of the roles
Kachouba performed with the Ballets Russes.
In 1916 the Russian impresario Sergei Diaghilev took the Ballets Russes out of war-torn Europe for a tour across the
North American continent. The tour was scheduled to run from January to April 1916, with short seasons in New York at
the beginning and the end. As it turned out, the company returned for a second tour that ran from late September to
January 1917, during which time, however, Diaghilev's former lover and principal star dancer, Vaslav Nijinsky, replaced
him as director. For this second tour, they recruited “the prettiest girl in Moscow”, Valentine/Valentina
Kashuba/Kachouba, amongst others, to fill out the company. Not long after, the ballerina was named “Miss New York”
and was eventually photographed by Edward Steichen. According to legend, the pianist Arthur Rubinstein asked for her
hand in marriage numerous times and she was lover of Alfonso XIII of Spain. Married three times, she was labeled a spy
during WWII (by both sides!) but eventually was cleared and settled in Spain in 1948. She remained there, teaching and
practicing her parallel passion of palm reading, until her death in 1997, at which point she was the last living member of
the original Ballets Russes.

Count Jean de Stelecki was born into a family of Polish military aristocracy, he resided in Paris rather than the family
seat of Poluwy in the years before WWI. A painter, sculptor, poet and camera artist, he became the chief photographer of
celebrities for Reutlinger Studio, Paris, in the 1910s. In this capacity, he took hundreds of photographs of the Ballets
Russes during their historic forays to France. He attracted the notice of Serge Diaghilev, impresario of the Ballets
Russes, who convinced him to set himself up as an independent artist. With Baron Adolph de Meyer, Strelecki supplied
photographic publicity portraits for dancers for several productions, and most famously, for Scheherazade.
(17022) $15,000.00

50. [Dance] Nijinsky, Waslaw. (1889-1950) [Adolph de Meyer. (1868 - 1949)]
Signed Photograph. An exceptionally rare signed mounted halftone photograph of the
dancer shown as a Harlequin in the 1910 Fokine Ballets Russes production of 'Carnaval,'
music by Robert Schumann and sets by Leon Bakst. Mounted to a cardstock sheet
measuring 18 x 26.5 cm, the image is identified lower left in type "Bon De Meyer - Londres"
and has been signed by the dancer in ink with his name alone at the right "W. Nijinsky." In
fine condition.
At the time of his celebrated 1910 photographs of Nijinsky, De Meyer was at the height of
his talent, flourishing in the pursuit of a painterly style that sought to elevate the practice
of photography to a high status alongside the arts in other, traditional media. He had come
under the inspiring influence of Alfred Stieglitz and his Secessionist contemporaries, all the
while developing skills that became the foundation for his very considerable success as the
foremost magazine photographer of fashion and high style.
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(17024) $8,500.00

51. [Dance] [Nijinsky, Waslaw. (1889-1950)] Antique Gold Vessel, Presented to
Nijinsky after the Premiere of Debussy's "Jeux". An antique gold vessel and cover
presented to the great dancer and choreographer after the premiere of Debussy's Jeux in
1913. Designed as a stylized urn, the vessel bears the presentation engraving: "Vaslav
Nijinsky/Jeux/Theatre des Champs-Elysees/le 15 mai, 1913" above a pair of crossed tennis
rackets and a tennis ball. Solid 14K gold with maker's mark. 9 inches (23 cm)
high. Deaccessioned from the collection of the Metropolitan Opera Guild, for whom it was
purchased by Mrs. John E. Long, in memory of Lily O. Pforzheimer.

The last work for orchestra written by Claude Debussy, Jeux ("Games") was comped for the Ballets Russes of Sergei
Diaghilev to choreography by Vaslav Nijinsky. Conducted by Pierre Monteux, Jeux was first performed on 15 May 1913
at the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, Paris and was not well received (and was soon eclipsed by Stravinsky's The Rite of
Spring, which was premiered two weeks later by Diaghilev's company). Danced by Nijinsky, Tamara Karsavina, and
Ludmilla Schollar, the scenario of the ballet involves two girls and a boy who play, chase each other and embrace in the
fantastical setting of a garden tennis court.
"Jeux premiered in Paris in May at the grand opening of Gabriel Astruc's modern new theatre, the Théâtre des ChampsElysées. The set was a large grey-green garden, an open space—not intimate enough, Bronia [Nijinska] thought, for
Nijinsky's subtle pas de trois in which so much is implied or implicit. Bakst's costume designs were rejected at the last
minute—for some reason he had planned to have Vaslav in a red wig and unflattering long shorts—so instead he wore a
white version of his practice clothes while Jeanne Paquin designed the girls' white tennis dresses. Again, the dancers
barely touched; again the theme of male innocence and female knowledge was repeated. This 'second instalment of
Nijinsky's erotic autobiography [revealed] no less urgently than Faune, the power of desire, the ambiguity of sexual
identity, and his aversion to intercourse itself.' " (Lucy Moore: Nijinsky: A Life.)
(15397) $28,000.00

52. [Dance] [Nijinsky, Waslaw. (1889-1950)] [Dance] [Ballets Russes] Programme
Officiel des Ballets Russes Theatre du Chatelet Mai-Juin 1912. Paris: 1912. Folio,
original wrappers stapled as issued with a reproduction of the Bakst painting of Nijinski on
the upper wrapper. Illustrated with black and white photographs and colour reproductions
of sets and costumes, all framed within gold printed geometric borders. The official
programme for the 1912 summer season of the Ballets Russes which includes an essay in
French by Louis Delluc. Amongst the dancers photographed are Nijinski, Karsavina,
Bonislava Nijinska, and Lydie Nelidoff. The set and costume designs are by Leon Bakst. The
ballets performed during the season included "Le Spectre de la Rose", "Le Dieu Blue",
"L'Oiseau de Feu" "L'Apres-midi d'un Faune" and "Petrouchka". It also featured the
premiere on June 8th of "Daphnis et Chloe" scored by Ravel and designed by Leon Bakst.
(14190) $1,200.00
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53. [Dance] [Nijinsky, Waslaw. (1889-1950)] Iribe, Paul. (1883-1935) & Cocteau,
Jean. (1889-1963) Vaslav Nijinsky. Six vers de Jean Cocteau, six dessins de Paul
Iribe - SIGNED BY IRIBE. Paris: Société genérale d'impression. 1910.
Collection of six reproduced drawings of Nijinsky by the important French illustrator and
designer Paul Iribe, each paired with a line by Jean Cocteau. This copy signed and inscribed
by the artist to Suzanne Süe, the wife of artist and designer Louis Süe, and dated August
1910. Oblong 4to, publisher's printed wrappers, glassine. First edition, limited to 1,000
copies on Japon, with six full-page black and white illustrations by Iribe. This is one of 934
un-numbered copies. Some wear and soiling to the wrappers, with scratches to the back
wrapper and a light corner crease (not affecting the illustrations.) Very scarce. 16 pp. 31 x
30 cm.

The French illustrator, and designer Paul Iribe worked in Hollywood during the Twenties and was Coco Chanel's lover
from 1931 to his death. The couturier Paul Poiret recognized Iribe’s talent and brought him in to create drawings, which
would compellingly represent the new models in his collection. These illustrations were later compiled into an album,
”Les Robes de Paul Poiret racontée par Paul Iribe” published in 1908. The book created a controversy, as Poiret’s design
aesthetic promoted clothing with a relaxed line, emphatically denouncing the corseted look so long in vogue as the
mandated female silhouette. In “Portraits-Souvenirs,” Jean Cocteau made a wry observation: “Iribe’s album disgusts
mothers.”
(15045) $2,500.00

54. [Dance] [Tchaikovsky, Peter Ilyich. (1840-1893)] Benois, Alexandre. (1870 1960) "A Guest" - Original Costume Design for The Nutcracker.
A remarkable original costume design made by Benois for the 1957 production of
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker first performed on 24 December by the Festival Ballet at the
Royal Festival Hall, London. Pencil, indian ink, watercolours and body-colours, signed in
pencil "Alexandre Benois" and identified at the head by the artist "Nutcracker - N. 18" and
titled "Un invité" ["a guest"] and measuring 15.5 x 24 cm. Block of light toning around the
image, slightly irregularly trimmed and mounted to rigid backing, else fine.

The Nutcracker is a two-act ballet, originally choreographed by Marius Petipa and Lev Ivanov with a score by Pyotr
Ilyich Tchaikovsky (op. 71). The libretto is adapted from E. T. A. Hoffmann's story "The Nutcracker and the Mouse King",
by way of Alexandre Dumas' adapted story "The Nutcracker". It was given its premiere at the Mariinsky Theatre in Saint
Petersburg on Sunday, December 18, 1892, on a double-bill with Tchaikovsky's opera Iolanta.
As a designer for the Ballets Russes under Sergei Diaghilev, the Russian artist Alexandre Benois exerted what is
considered a seminal influence on the modern ballet and stage design. He designed a number of different productions of
The Nutcracker of the course of his career. It was his decor which introduced the ever-popular work to American
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audiences, in the touring production mounted by the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo in 1940, with choreography by
Alexandra Fedorova after the Ivanov original.
(17023) $5,000.00

Film & Theatre
55. [Film & Theatre] Arlen, Harold. (1905–1986) "The Wizard of Oz" Record Set INSCRIBED BY THE COMPOSER. 1939 4-disc set of first issue 78-RPM records of the
cast-recording soundtrack album for the beloved film, inscribed by the composer, Harold
Arlen, to his brother and sister-in-law. Housed in original illustrated covers. Inscribed in
pen on the first record sleeve: "For Julie + Jean, Love Harold 12-18-39". Songs include
"Over the Rainbow", "Munchkinland Part I & II", "If I Only Had a Brain", "If I Only Had a
Heart", "The Merry Old Land of Oz", and "We're Off to See The Wizard". This record set
includes the only known release of the movie's deleted musical number, "The Jitterbug", as
the album was created and distributed before filming wrapped. Discs exhibit very little handling, but are untested. Front
cover detached but present, with part of cloth tape torn. Edge wear to the covers, with cloth tape repair between inside
front cover and first record sleeve. Overall very good.
Songwriter Harold Arlen (born Hyman Arluck) is to thank for some of the most iconic songs of the twentieth century,
including "Over the Rainbow," "Get Happy," "Stormy Weather," and "The Man That Got Away." He collaborated with
several lyricists, including E. Y. "Yip" Harburg, with whom he was hired by MGM to compose songs for The Wizard of
Oz.
The song "The Jitterbug", written in a swing style, was intended for the sequence in which Dorothy and her friends are
journeying to the Witch's castle. Due to time constraints, the song was cut from the final theatrical version, and the film
footage for the song has been lost, although silent home film footage of rehearsals has survived. A reference to "The
Jitterbug" remains in the film: the Witch remarks to her flying monkeys that they should have no trouble apprehending
Dorothy and her friends because "I've sent a little insect on ahead to take the fight out of them."
(17124) $3,500.00

56. [Film & Theatre] [Beaton, Cecil. (1904–1980) & Tynan, Kenneth. (1927–1980)]
Balanchine, George. (1904–1983) & Chevalier, Maurice. (1888–1972) & Coward,
Noel. (1899–1973) & Fonteyn, Margot. (1919–1991) & Garland, Judy. (1922–1969)
& Gielgud, John. (1904–2000) & Olivier, Laurence. (1907–1989) & Williams,
Tennessee. (1911–1983) Persona Grata - Signed By Twenty of the Featured
Personalities.
"I hate this photograph! / Judy Garland."
Volume of portrait photographs by Cecil Beaton and short essays by Kenneth Tynan profiling artistic personalities of the
1950's, signed over their photographs by twenty of the subjects. The subjects include actors, dancers, and writers of the
era. Particularly striking is Judy Garland's signature over her photograph (showing her mid-song with her mouth and
eyes wide): "I hate this photograph! / Judy Garland." Included are signatures from: Abe Burrows, Barbara Bel Geddes,
Claire Bloom, Shirley Booth, Jean-Louis Barrault and Madeleine Renaud, George Balanchine, Maurice Chevalier, Noel
Coward, Margot Fonteyn, Judy Garland, John Gielgud, Tyrone Guthrie, Beatrice Lillie, Laurence Olivier, Gerard Philippe,
Paul Scofield, Tennessee Williams, Sophie Tucker, and Peter Ustinov. Some signatures are inscribed to the collector,
Paul McMahon. 99 pp. Original light blue cloth-backed boards with silver illustration. Spine faded, but overall fine. Dust
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jacket has small tear to corners, else bright and protected in mylar. 7 x 9.5 inches.
From the library of Paul McMahon, a critic, photographer and artist who worked for more than 13 years touring with
Marlene Dietrich as the icon’s stage manager, announcer, dresser, secretary and escort, and later spent 25 years as an
arts and entertainment reviewer and photographer with Gay Community News, Esplanade, Tommy’s Connection, The
Mirror, Bay Windows and other publications.
(17169) $2,500.00

57. [Film & Theatre] Dean, James. (1931–1955) Original Photograph, Playing the
Recorder. Unusual photograph of the enigmatic young film star, who is shown shirtless
playing a tenor recorder while sharing a barracks-like bedroom with Richard Davalos on
location for East of Eden. Stamped on the verso: "Private Collection of Constance Argeris
III." One slight corner crease, otherwise very fine. 5 x 4 inches (13 x 10.2 cm).

Dean starred as the moody Cal in East of Eden (1955), his first major film role and the only one he would see released in
his lifetime, as he was killed in a car accident in September 1955. The film called for his character to play the recorder,
and Dean learned the instrument for the role. Several photographs of him playing are extant, and a development can
even be seen between his early days (as here, where the fingers of his right hand are not on the correct holes) and later,
when he was able to play Bach with fluency.
"In East of Eden Dean is shown shirtless, sitting on his bedframe, playing a tenor recorder, and that memorable pose was
made into a poster which circulated widely after his death. Nikolaj Tarasov has unearthed three other pictures of Dean
playing the recorder, each with its own story. One on a postcard, holding the same tenor (a Swiss-made Küng) with an
awkward grip, as if he were just beginning to play it. But he practiced hard, and by East of Eden he was fluent enough to
be photographed jamming with his co-star, the folk singer Burl Ives [...] Another co-star in East of Eden, Julie Harris,
described him in this manner: 'a very brilliant actor and a luminous young man. I can still see him, learning to play Bach
on his recorder, looking like an angel on earth.' " (Richard W. Griscom & David Lasocki, The Recorder: A Research and
Information Guide, p. 433).
(17122) $500.00

58. [Film & Theatre] Dietrich, Marlene (1901–1992) "I am not afraid of critics!" Typed Letter Signed. A very animated typed letter signed from the iconic German actress,
expressing her disdain for critics all around the world and stating that she does not fear
performing on Broadway. January 31, 1965. 1 p. Typed on blue paper, hole punches to the
upper edge, signed at the foot and with holograph corrections throughout. Folding creases;
overall very fine. 8 x 10 inches (20.2 x 25.2 cm).

Dietrich writes: "Dear Arnold, Well, if it means so much to you to be addressed: Dear Arnold: here it is. One thing I must
point out to you, so that later on you can really say that you knew me! I am not afraid of critics! Never was and never
am! I have had critics that nobody else ever had as a single performer from San Francisco – to Boston – to Canada – to
Paris – to London, to Moscow – to Warsaw – to Tel Aviv – to Stockholm – to Edinburgh – to Copenhagen – to Brussels – to
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Buenos Aires – to Rio de Janeiro – to Uruguay – to Chile – to Spain – to Holland – and Zurich (which is less important) to
Berlin, Hamburg, Munich (which is also less important) soon to add EAST BERLIN which will be the topper of it all, that
your little big Broadway and it's [sic] critics do not scare me at alll [sic] – at all – at all! Mr. Kerr, Mr. TAUBMAN ARE
JUST LITTLE PEOPLE COMPARED TO TO [sic] THE GREAT REVIEWERS who took the trouble from London (Kenneth
Tynan) to Moscow (Shostacovitch, Katchaturian, spelled so that you can read it) who became reviewers for the occasion,
with Paustovsky (The story of a life) thrown in, to come and hear me and write about it. So, please don't think for a
minute that I have fear of Broadway, even if the 'civilians' bring this up as a reason why I don't play Broadway. If I ever
would want to play Broadway it would be to satisfy Burt Bacharach, who is my beloved teacher and arranger and
accompanist – but nobody else could make me do it. My best to you, M Dietrich. Or, Love, Marlene."
In the 1950's, Dietrich renewed her star image by launching a series of one-woman shows, concert and cabaret
appearances. Dressed in an ermine coat, a tight-fitting spangled gown or a masculine tuxedo, she would sing her
signature songs: "Falling in Love Again," "Lola" and "Lili Marlene." She sang to full houses all over the world – London,
Paris, Moscow, Las Vegas, New York, Tel Aviv and Berlin. Two years after the present letter, she did in fact decide to
bring her show to Broadway, performing her one-woman show in October–November 1967 and 1968.
(17188) $575.00

59. [Film & Theatre] Hitchcock, Alfred. (1899–1980) [Perry, George.] The Films of
Alfred Hitchcock - SIGNED WITH A DRAWING. London/New York: Studio Vista/E.P.
Dutton. [1965].
Signed with a self-portrait caricature of his recognizable profile on the title page: "Paul /
From Alfred Hitchcock." 160 pp. 12mo. A Dutton Vista Pictureback with $1.95 (10s 6d)
cover price. Book printed entirely on coated paper, with captioned stills throughout.
Contents arranged chronologically and by period. Spine worn, but intact and overall fine.

From the library of Paul McMahon, a critic, photographer and artist who worked for more than 13 years touring with
Marlene Dietrich as the icon’s stage manager, announcer, dresser, secretary and escort, and later spent 25 years as an
arts and entertainment reviewer and photographer with Gay Community News, Esplanade, Tommy’s Connection, The
Mirror, Bay Windows and other publications. (17167) $1,800.00

60. [Film & Theatre] Loewe, Frederick. (1901–1988) [De Mille, Agnes.
(1905–1993)] "The Lerner & Loewe Song Book" - INSCRIBED TO AGNES DE
MILLE. New York: Simon and Schuster. 1962. First Edition.
Signed and Inscribed to Agnes [De Mille] on a front blank: "To Agnes with great admiration
/ and my eternal gratitude for / her priceless contributions to / my work. / Fritz Loewe / Oct.
29th 1962." 255 pp. Includes songs from My Fair Lady, Brigadoon, Paint Your Wagon, Gigi,
The Day Before Spring, and Camelot, with photographs from the original productions
throughout. Publisher's cloth, chipping to spine ends; small price label on rear free
endpaper; dust jacket separated into parts at folds with scattered cello tape repairs and
moderate loss at spine panel and lower edge. Overall fine in good dj. 9 x 12 inches.

Agnes de Mille's many brilliant choreographies for musical theater included Oklahoma!, Carousel, and Lerner and
Loewe's 1947 hit Brigadoon. De Mille revolutionized musical theatre by creating choreography which not only conveyed
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the emotional dimensions of the characters but enhanced the plot. Her choreography, as a reflection of her awareness of
acting, reflected the angst and turmoil of the characters instead of simply focusing on a dancer's physical technique.
(16985) $750.00

61. [Film & Theatre] Monroe, Marilyn. (1926 - 1962) Marilyn Monroe's Wedding
Handkerchiefs. Two handkerchiefs, accompanied by a handwritten note dated August 1st,
2008 from June DiMaggio describing their history, and stating that "when she got married
in 1954 she held the laced handkerchief." From the estate of June DiMaggio, niece of
baseball star Joe DiMaggio and close friend of Marilyn Monroe. Accompanied by a copy of
LIFE Magazine issue Jan 25, 1954, including a 2-page center spread with photographs of
the wedding and showing Marilyn holding what appears to be the present handkerchief.
(12592) $6,500.00

Literature & Art
62. [Literature & Art] Albers, Josef. (1888–1976) Autograph Letter.
Autograph letter from the German-born American artist and educator whose work, both in
Europe and in the United States, formed the basis of modern art education programs of the
twentieth century. August 6, 1972; 1 p. on his Orange, Connecticut letterhead. Writing to
the publisher Aurel Bongers Verlag, Albers sends his thanks for the news that the first
edition of a monograph on his work is already out of print, and discusses his hopes for a
second edition. Together with a photograph of the artist. Hole punches and folding creases;
overall fine. 8.5 x 11 inches (21.5 x 27.8 cm).

Translated from the German, in full:
"Dear Herr Bläsing,
I learned your good news from Herr Dr. Wißmann, that his monograph about me (no. 37 in your series) is already
completely out of print. And because that has happened within a year (or less), that must mean: It was worth it. And for
that a heartfelt Bravo, and particular thanks. He also mentioned that this had only happened before with no. 11 (about
Max Ernst). So I would like to know when no. 11 was first published, and when in a second edition. In order to see how
the more recent one differs from his first, I would like to compare both editions, and know the number of copies
published. If you like, I will of course promise to return the first (perhaps rarer) one. I expect that the Kulturministerium,
in recognition of the success of no. 37, will allow an edition that is expanded, even if only slightly (and perhaps also an
increased circulation.) Expanded by a few color and full-page black-and-white reproductions of important newer
works—besides the necessary new biographical and bibliographical information. In the hope of hearing from you soon,
with best wishes, Josef Albers."
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(16822) $800.00

63. [Literature & Art] [Dada] Löhner-Beda, Fritz. (1883-1942) & Hajós, Karl.
(1889-1950) & Ortmann, Wolfgang. (1885-1967) "Dadaistische Fox-Trot" - Original
Sheet Music. Berlin: Berliner Bohème-Verlag K. Brüll. 1920.
Dada, dadaistischer Fox-trot für Trottel und Solche - die es noch werden Wollen. Worte von
DaDa Beda. Musik von Ober-DaDa Hajós. ("Dada, dadaistic foxtrot for fools and those who
want to become fools. Words by DaDa Beda. Music by Arch-DaDa Hajos.") An extremely
rare song parodying the Dada movement, with music by the Hungarian composer Karl
Hajos and lyrics by Fritz Löhner-Beda, one of the most famous Viennese songwriters of his
time, and graphically striking illustrated wrappers by Wolfgang Ortmann. The nonsense
lyrics poke fun at the absurdist use of language in Dada and at the movement's cult status:
the beginning of the chorus translates as "Dada, O holy Dada, O loudmouthed Dada, hear
my prayer." Published in 1920, coinciding with the First International Dada Fair in Berlin,
the song must have appealed to Berliners who found the movement's gatherings and
publications bizarre and amusing. Upright folio. 6 pp. Toned, spine reinforced internally with paper tape, two small early
tape repairs to inside front cover with resultant staining, lower edges lightly chipped.
Very scarce; WorldCat displays only one copy, at the National Gallery of Art Library, Washington DC.
The Austrian librettist, lyricist, and writer Fritz Löhner-Beda was an important voice in 1920's Vienna. He wrote and
produced several operas with Franz Léhar, including Das Land des Lächelns and Giuditta. He was arrested by Nazi
forces in 1938 because of his Jewish background, and held in Dachau, Buchenwald, and finally Auschwitz, where he was
beaten to death in 1942. He is particularly remembered for his Buchenwaldlied, the anthem of the Buchenwald camp,
with its line "Wir wollen trotzdem Ja zum Leben sagen" ("We still want to say yes to life.")
Hungarian-born composer Karl Hajos worked in Vienna, where he founded the "Pierrot" publishing house, before
emigrating to the United States in 1924. In Hollywood, he composed music for over 100 films in the late silent era.

(14725) $2,500.00

64. [Literature & Art] [Dada] Tzara, Tristan. (1896 - 1963) & Picabia, Francis.
(1879 - 1953) Festival dada. Mercredi 26 mai 1920 à 3 h, après-midi. Programme.
Paris: 1920. Handbill poster, printed in black on pale green stock, overprinted in orange
with an elaborate dada mechanomorphic drawing by Picabia (and additional text). On the
verso: catalogue of the Dada publishers and gallery Au Sans Pareil. 350 x 250 mm. (13 5/8 x
9 3/4 inches). Design by Francis Picabia and Tristan Tzara. With the typical folds, some
areas of toning, small chips and stains to the corners and edges, overall a very good
example of this scarce and fragile handbill.
The program is headlined in orange with the announcement “Tous les Dadas se feront
tondre les cheveux sur la scène!” ("All of the Dadas will have their heads shaved at the
event!"), though at the event the audience was so upset that the Dadas failed to follow
through with this promise that they pelted the participants with tomatoes, rotten eggs,
bread rolls, and, from one corner, apparently, veal cutlets! Though there was no head
shaving, the program did feature foxtrots played on the organ and Ribemont-Dessaignes's "danse frontière” performed
wrapped in a large cardboard funnel oscillating at its tip. The handbill advertises, among other elements of the program:
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“le sexe de dada,” “le célèbre illusioniste” by Philippe Soupault, “le nombril interlope, musique de Georges RibemontDessaignes, interprété par Mlle. Mar- guerite Buffet,” “festival manifeste presbyte, par Francis Picabia, interprété par
André Breton et Henri Houry,” “le rastaquouère” by Breton, “la deuxième aventure de monsieur Aa l’antipyrine” by
Tristan Tzara, “vous m’oublierez, sketch par André Breton et Philippe Soupault,” “la nourrice américaine, par Francis
Picabia, musique sodomiste interprétée par Marguerite Buffet,” “manifeste baccarat” by Ribemont-Dessaignes, enacted
by Soupault, Breton and Berthe Tessier, “système DD” by Louis Aragon, “je suis des javanais” by Picabia, “poids public”
by Paul Éluard, and “vaseline symphonique,” by Tzara.
Documents Dada 20; Dada Global 229; Almanacco Dada p. 607; Sanouillet 306; Motherwell/Karpel 45, p. 111ff., illus. p.
179; Dachy p. 136 (illus. in color); Dachy: Archives Dada/Chronique p. 422 (illus. in color); Düsseldorf 257; Zürich 443;
Tendenzen 3.112; Pompidou 1472, illus. p. 431; Washington: Dada pl. 360 (15668) $6,500.00

65. [Literature & Art] Dali, Salvador. (1904–1989) & Cooper, Alice. (b. 1948)
Original Photograph.
An unusual photograph of the surrealist artist together with rocker Alice Cooper, ca. 1973.
Dali, at the right, is pointing to something off-camera, while a young Cooper looks on. Some
overpainting around the eyes and Dali's mustache; toning and some wear; overall very
good. 8 x 7 inches (20.6 x 17.4 cm).

The surrealist artist (aged 69) and the young shock-rock star (aged 25) met in 1973, when Dali created his work First
Cylindric Chromo-Hologram Portrait of Alice Cooper’s Brain. This work, now at the Dali Museum, is a rotating threedimensional hologram which depicts Cooper sitting cross-legged, wearing 2 million dollars' worth of jewelry, and biting
the head off a Venus De Milo statuette; behind him is Dali's sculpture of Cooper's brain, covered in a chocolate éclair and
swarming with ants.
The two men spent about two weeks together as Dali worked on the piece, during which Cooper was largely bewildered
but game to enter into Dali's surrealist world. Paul Moody describes their first encounter in Another Man magazine:
"April 1973. Even by the louche standards of the St Regis Hotel – a deluxe 1904 Beaux-Arts bolthole in midtown
Manhattan frequented by Marlene Dietrich, Ernest Hemingway and John Lennon – it was quite an entrance. “All of a
sudden these five androgynous nymphs in pink chiffon floated in,” says Alice Cooper [...] “They were followed by Gala
(Dalí’s wife) who was dressed in a man’s tuxedo, top hat and tails, and carrying a silver cane. Then came Dalí. He was
wearing a giraffe-skin vest, gold Aladdin shoes, a blue velvet jacket and sparkly purple socks given to him by Elvis.”
Having announced his presence with a syllable-stretching cry of “The Da-lí… is… he-re!”, the artist requested a round of
‘Scorpion’ cocktails for his guests: rum, gin and brandy served in a conch shell, topped with an orchid. He then ordered
himself a glass of hot water. Taking a jar of honey from his pocket and setting the glass on a pedestal, Dalí began
pouring the liquid into the glass, dramatically raising it higher so that it formed globules on the surface. Cutting the
stream with a pair of scissors, he then raised his arms in a dramatic flourish, prompting a round of applause from his
acolytes. “Me and my manager looked at each other in amazement,” says Cooper. “I realised at that point
that everything was about Dalí. The world revolved around him. I wasn’t meeting him. I was entering his orbit.” "
(16963) $150.00
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66. [Literature & Art] Dior, Christian. (1905–1957) 1954 Winter Collection Signed Program.
Signed program from the presentation of Christian Dior's Paris Winter Collection in the
presence of H.R.H. Princess Margaret at Blenheim Palace on November 3, 1954. Dior has
signed ("Xian Dior") in blue ink to a clear area of the front cover. Folio. Heavy diagonal
crease at the right, light overall creasing, minor staining and age wear. Together with a
second unsigned folio program for the same event. 10 x 13.5 inches (25 x 34 cm).

The stylish Princess Margaret had been a devotee of Christian Dior from the launch of his New Look in 1947, when a
private viewing of his collection was held for the Royal family at the French embassy of London. Dior also admired
Margaret, describing her as "a real fairy-tale princess, delicate, graceful, exquisite." Princess Margaret's many Dior
dresses included the iconic, very fairy-tale-like white ballgown which she wore in her 21st birthday portrait by Cecil
Beaton. The 1954 fashion show at Blenheim Palace was a memorable event, with Dior presenting 100 couture pieces on
13 models, before 1,600 guests. According to The Daily Telegraph’s correspondent, 'Paris came to Blenheim by air and
rail with… a cloud of Dior perfume. Oxfordshire came by car, through rural scenes heavy with the scent of wood smoke
and autumn leaves. The two met in the halls of the first stately home to stage a dress show.’ The Telegraph also reported
on Princess Margaret’s outfit: 'a black velvet afternoon dress with fitted waist and full skirt, a mink cape, and a tiny
black hat encircled with white fur.’
(16577) $800.00

67. [Literature & Art] Eames, Charles. (1907-1978) & Eames, Ray. (1912-1988) &
Girard, Alexander. (1907-1993) Archive of Furniture Designs, Photographs and
Autograph Documents.
An interesting collection of photographs and documents from the husband and wife
American designers who made significant historical contributions to the development
of modern architecture and furniture, and their close friend and colleague, designer
Alexander "Sandro" Girard. The friendship between the Eameses and the Girards began in
the 1940's and continued for many years. Girard, with his passion for bright colors and
geometric patterns, designed fabrics for the Eames and other designers at Herman Miller,
where such iconic pieces as the Eames Chair were developed.

Items:
1. Four leaves from an Alexander Girard notebook, with designs and specifications for four ottomans using Herman
Miller woolen fabrics. Girard was the chief fabric designer for Herman Miller, where Ray and Charles Eames designed
furniture. Pencil drawings with fabrics colored in colored pencil. Hole punched. One leaf slightly creased, otherwise in
very fine condition; 21.6 x 27.9 cm.
2. Fourteen contact prints taken by Charles Eames ca. 1960 of the home and contents of Alexander and Susan Girard's
home in Santa Fe. The images include inside and outside views of the Southwestern-style house, and pictures of the
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Girards' collection of Hopi Kachina figures and Indonesian puppets. In fine condition; each 10.3 x 12.8 cm. Girard,
whose work was influenced by his passion for folk art, had an art collection that numbered over 100,000 pieces,
including toys, dolls, icons, and other ethnic expressions. In 1978, Girard contributed his immense collection to
the Museum of International Folk Art in Santa Fe.
3. Three covers of envelopes from Charles and Ray Eames, addressed to Alexander and Susan Girard in Grosse Pointe,
Michigan. Postmarked May 13, 1948, March 2, 1950, and February 2, 1952. Two of the envelopes are addressed by
hand in various bold and quirky scripts. In very good condition. Two covers 24.2 x 10.5 cm, one 12.7 x 10.1 cm.
4. Six black-and-white snapshots of an event at the Eames studio. Ray is seen greeting guests, carrying a camera;
Charles can be seen smiling in a bow tie. Some white lines across the images from a scratched lens; otherwise in fine
condition. Each 9 x 12.8 cm.
5. Note from Ray Eames to the Girard family and their house: "Sandro, Susan, Sansi, Marshall, House / All beautiful, all
missed, all loved / Ray." Letter creases; otherwise in fine condition. 21.5 x 27.7 cm.
6. Two telegrams to Alexander Girard in Santa Fe, announcing the death of the Finnish architect and industrial designer
Eero Saarinen, dated September 1 and September 2, 1961. In fine condition; each 20.3 x 14.5 cm. Saarinen, known
early on for his modern chair designs and later for his neofuturistic architectural works such as the Gateway Arch in St.
Louis, worked closely with both Eames and Girard.
7. Original 1960's photograph of Alexander Girard in his studio. The designer is shown in front of shelves of art supplies
and model boats. A crisp image in very fine condition. 25 x 20.3 cm.

(12897) $4,500.00

68. [Literature & Art] Freud, Lucian. (1922–2011) Signed Catalogue.
Signed 1974 Hayward Gallery catalogue from the British painter and draftsman. He has
penned on the title page: "Dear Thomas / Here is a copy of the catalogue as requested, an
image of the Christian Bérard 1948 is on p.19. I am sorry not to have seen more of you
these last few weeks. Perhaps we could meet on Sunday? Yours, Lucian." He adds several
question marks around his signature. 55 pp. Softcover. Black and white images throughout.
Some light toning and shelf wear to the cover; overall fine. 8.25 x 10 inches (21 x 25.5 cm).

Lucian Michael Freud, known as one of the foremost 20th-century portraitists, was born in Berlin, the son of Jewish
architect Ernst L. Freud and the grandson of Sigmund Freud. His family moved to Britain in 1933 to escape the rise of
Nazism. His early career as a painter was influenced by surrealism, but by the early 1950s his often stark and alienated
paintings tended towards realism. Freud was an intensely private and guarded man, and his paintings, completed over a
60-year career, are mostly of friends and family. They are generally sombre and thickly impastoed, often set in unsettling
interiors and urban landscapes. The works are noted for their psychological penetration and often discomforting
examination of the relationship between artist and model. Freud worked from life studies, and was known for asking for
extended and punishing sittings from his models.
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The work mentioned in the inscription is Freud's 1948 portrait of French artist Christian Bérard, who was the partner of
Ballets Russes figure Boris Kochno.
(16806) $3,000.00

69. [Literature & Art] [FUTURISM] Bragaglia, Anton Giulio. (1890–1960)
Collection of "Teatro Sperimentale" Materials.
An interesting collection of materials related to the Italian artist, a pioneer in Futurist
photography and cinema who also directed the experimental theater "Teatro Sperimentale
degli Independenti" in the 1920's–30's. The collection includes a 6-page typescript titled
"Teatro Sperimentale," with autograph corrections in Bragaglia's hand throughout; 4
original black-and-white photographs of modern set designs for Pelléas et Melisande,
Oedipe and further productions; two original pastel sketches of Bragaglia, signed "Roch";
two original flyers advertising Bragaglia's theater, art exhibitions, and publications; and several newspaper clippings
relating to Bragaglia's work.
Full contents:
Typescript of a text by Bragaglia, titled "Teatro Sperimentale" (corrected by hand from a longer title, apparently "Il
Prossimo Teatro Sperimentale di Stato"). 6 pp., in Italian, with extensive typed and autograph corrections throughout.
Written during the rise of Fascism in Italy, which "gives us hope for a renewal of our theatre system," the text argues for
the necessity of a new "Experimental Theater... where a movement of serious art can begin and which will produce the
authors which we are lacking." Toning, creases, and wear, but easily legible and overall very good. 8.25 x 12.5 inches (21
x 32 cm).
Four original silver gelatin photographs of Futurist-inspired set designs, each labelled on the verso: "Bragaglia / Interno
di Pelleas et Melisande"; "Bragaglia / Castello di Melisande"; "Bragaglia / Scena surrealista per Apollinaire"; "Pour
l'Oedipe de Bragaglia." Some light silvering, overall fine. Three approx. 4 x 6 inches, one 7 x 9 inches.
Two original black pencil drawings of Bragaglia, signed by an unidentified artist (Roch or Rochy) Their subject is
identified on the verso of each. Toning; overall fine. 6.5 x 9.75 inches (16 x 25 cm).
Two printed flyers, one advertising Bragaglia's artistic exhibitions and experimental theater, the other referring to a
subscription (or a decorative side featuring two woodcut figures) and advertising the publications of the Casa d'Arte
Bragaglia. Very good. 8 x 5.5 inches (20.5 x 13.8 cm).
Four newspaper clippings in French related to Bragaglia's theatrical work.
A pioneer in Italian Futurist photography and Futurist cinema, Anton Giulio Bragaglia was a versatile and intellectual
artist with wide interests, and wrote about film, theatre, and dance. He published two Futurist manifestos, Fotodinamica
Futurista (1912) and Manifesto of Futurist Cinema (1916), founded the avant garde magazine Cronache di Attualità, and
the film studio "Novissima-Film." In 1918 he opened an art gallery, the "Casa d'Arte Bragaglia", which became a nexus of
avant garde artists and exhibitions. It displayed the work of such modernists as Balla, Depero, De Chirico, Boccioni,
Klimt and Kandinsky. In 1922 he opened the "Teatro Sperimentale degli Indipendenti" which he directed till 1936.
Bragaglia described his theories on the theater in Maschera mobile (1926), Del teatro teatrale ossia del teatro (1927),
and Il segreto di Tabarrino (1933). His younger siblings Arturo (an actor) and Carlo Ludovico (a film director) were both
involved in Italian cinema from the 1930s to mid-1960s.
(16510) $6,500.00
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70. [Literature & Art] [FUTURISM] [Marinetti, Filippo Tommaso. (1876–1944)] Il
teatro futurista Aereoradiotelevisivo - 1986 Artist's Book. [Milan]: Arti Grafiche
Bustesi. 1986.
6 cardboard leaves, ringbound between 2 aluminium plates with illustration of an airplane
on front board. The text includes 2 pages titled "Il teatro aereo futurista" by F. Azari,
"pilota aviatore futurista," and 4 pages titled "Il teatro futurista Aeroradiotelevisivo," by
Marinetti, a reprint of the futurist manifesto published in the Gazzetta del Popolo in April
1931. 2 facsimile plates of hand-lettered text, one in the shape of an airplane. Some very
light wear to the front board; otherwise very fine. 6.75 x 9 inches (24 x 17 cm).

Filippo Tommaso Emilio Marinetti was an Italian poet, editor, art theorist, and founder of the Futurist movement. He was
associated with the utopian and Symbolist artistic and literary community Abbaye de Créteil between 1907 and 1908.
Marinetti is best known as the author of the first Futurist Manifesto, which was written and published in 1909; and also
of the Fascist Manifesto.
(17013) $400.00

71. [Literature & Art] Ginsberg, Allen. (1926–1997) Howl and Other Poems SIGNED. San Francisco: City Lights Books. 1971. Twenty-fourth printing.
Signed by Ginsberg on the title page. Introduction by William Carlos Williams. Original
white and black wrappers, wear to spine, light soiling; overall fine. 8vo. 5 x 6.25 inches
(12.3 x 15.8 cm).

Ginsberg began work on "Howl" in 1954. In the Paul Blackburn Tape Archive at the University of California, San Diego,
he can be heard reading early drafts of his poem to his fellow writing associates. Howl and Other Poems was first
published in the fall of 1956 as number four in the Pocket Poets Series from City Lights Books. The poem is now
considered one of the great works of American literature.
(16795) $375.00
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72. [Literature & Art] Haring, Keith. (1958–1990) Signed "Safe Sex" Condom Case.
Signed "Safe Sex" Bi-Box plastic condom case from the American graffiti artist and social
activist. The plastic box shows Haring's drawing of a smiling penis holding a condom, with
the words "Safe Sex!" in red. Haring has signed at the left in black marker and dated
[19]88. Copyright [19]87. The case opens to reveal space for one condom, and also has a
metal clip on the back. Very fine. 2.5 x 2.5 inches (6 x 6 cm).

(16983) $2,500.00

73. [Literature & Art] Haring, Keith. (1958–1990) Party of Life, 1984 Screenprinted Tank Top. Screen-printed tank top from the American graffiti artist and
social activist. Haring's "Party of Life (Paradise Garage)," the invitation to the May 16, 1984
party, is printed in colors on a white cotton ribbed tank top. Text reads: "Keith Haring and
Larry levan invite you to the Party of Life at 84 King Street. 9 P.M. till ?. Music by Larry
Levan and Juan Dubose. Art and video by Keith Haring. Info 4061080." Signed in the print
and dated [19]84. Cotton slightly discolored with age but overall very fine. 26 inches from
neck to hem (we estimate a men's medium.) (16982) $850.00

74. [Literature & Art] Holzer, Jenny. (b. 1950) "Protect Me From What I Want" Signed Postcard. Signed postcard from the American conceptual artist, showing her work
"Protect Me From What I Want" (1991) and signed in blue ballpoint. Very fine. 6 x 4 inches
(14.8 x 10.5 cm).

Jenny Holzer became known in the late 1970's for her succinct and thought-provoking text-based artwork. Roberta Smith
writes in the New York Times: "[Holzer's] flat, insistent sound bites mostly hit home, their compactness and unexpected
locations causing that particular giddiness of recognition that only words can. They change voice effortlessly, raise
consciousness on various fronts and evoke specific, often horrific situations."
(17029) $500.00
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75. [Literature & Art] Kandinsky, Wassily. (1866–1944) [Rivera, Diego.
(1886–1957)] Cahier XIV - Signed and Inscribed to Diego Rivera. Anvers [Antwerp]:
Editions selection. 1933. 100 pp. Text in French. 8vo (25.5 x 18.3 cm). Profusely illustrated
in black-and-white with Kandinsky's drawings and 15 photographic plates of paintings.
Dedicated in pencil on title page: "A Monsieur Diego di Rivera, tres cordialement,
Kandinsky, Berlin 5 VIII 1933 [May 8, 1933]." Bound in full leather with gilt detailing and
four raised bands. Spine heavily rubbed, rear joint partly broken, upper joint fully
separated and attached by the marbled endpaper only. Scattered foxing, otherwise fine. A
remarkable association copy.

The monographic catalogues of the Cahiers Selection also featured Dufy, Leger, Chagall, de Chirico, and Gromaire.
Diego "di" Rivera, as he is referred to in the publication, was one of the contributors. Responding to the works of the
great painter, Rivera wrote: "A painting by Kandinsky is not an image of life but life itself... I know nothing more real
than the painting of Kandinsky, nothing more authentic, nothing more beautiful."
From the collection of Viktor Kholodkov (1948-2015), who fulfilled his passion for books, avant-garde design and paper
memorabilia by devoting his life to collecting and dealing of prominent works of Russian graphic art of the first half of
the 20th century. The dedicated collector acquired a multitude of books and artworks throughout decades, meticulously
labeling and archiving every single item. Many came directly from the most preeminent artists of the time, as well as
from their families and estates. He also possessed a vast number of drawings from the famous collection of another
avant-garde enthusiast, Nikolai Khardzhiev. After leaving the USSR in 1989 and settling in California, Viktor continued
his work as a Soviet art dealer and critic, actively publishing various articles and contributing to several major Russian
avant-garde exhibitions across the U.S., such as the 1991 Russia Under Fire in the 40s on the West Coast and the 1992
Guggenheim exhibition The Great Utopia: The Russian and Soviet Avant-Garde. Kholodkov also contributed to the
archives of the biggest American institutions. His sophisticated selection of over 2000 Russian sheet music covers was
acquired by The Library of Congress, and an extensive amount of material related to VKhUTEMAS is now at the J. Paul
Getty Museum.
(16653) $12,000.00

76. [Literature & Art] Levin, Ira. (1929–2007) Rosemary's Baby - SIGNED.
Greenwich, Connecticut: Fawcett Publications, Inc.. 1973.
The classic horror novel, signed and inscribed by the author on the title: "Best wishes / Ira
Levin." 218 pp. 12mo. Paperback. A tight copy with no creasing to spine; toning and some
light cover wear; overall fine.
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From the library of Paul McMahon, a critic, photographer and artist who worked for more than 13 years touring with
Marlene Dietrich as the icon’s stage manager, announcer, dresser, secretary and escort, and later spent 25 years as an
arts and entertainment reviewer and photographer with Gay Community News, Esplanade, Tommy’s Connection, The
Mirror, Bay Windows and other publications. (17173) $175.00

77. [Literature & Art] Lichtenstein, Roy. (1923–1997) Landscape Sketches: 19841985 (C. App. 9), 1986.
FIRST EDITION, ONE OF ONLY 100 COPIES SIGNED BY LICHTENSTEIN

The complete suite, comprising 24 offset lithographs printed in colors on Coronado Opaque SST Cover paper, signed in
blue felt tip pen, dated and numbered on inside of portfolio (there were also 2500 bound copies), loose as issued,
published by Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York, printed by Meriden-Stinehour Press, Meriden, CT, in excellent condition,
with introductory essay and list of images, all housed in grey cloth covered clamshell portfolio with red letterpress title.
Light soiling to box, else fine. 7 1/2 x 10 1/4in each sheet; 8 1/4 x 10 7/8 x 7/8in overall.
Although known primarily for large, bold works, Roy Lichtenstein “always worked from meticulous, finished sketches.
During a distinguished career of almost three decades, he has seldom deviated from the practice of using these sketches
to generate paintings, prints, and sculpture in ongoing, and discrete, series...
“The twenty-four drawings in this sketchbook are ‘all landscapes, figures, and houses, but they are essentially
landscapes.’ They do, in part, recall certain of his landscape images of the mid-sixties. However, now devoid of the
familiar Lichtenstein dots, each is composed exclusively of brushstrokes—a combination of free, seemingly spontaneous
marks evoking Abstract Expressionism played against what the artist refers to as ‘cartoon’ brushstrokes that continue to
represent his concern for artifice...
“[The] drawings in Landscape Sketches 1984—1985, inspired by a semiabstract landscape that appeared as an element
in his recent Paintings series, constitute his first attempt at creating ‘plain landscapes out of all brushstrokes’—the
frankly ‘fake’ or cartoon marks providing the link that allows us to associate these new works with those we recognize as
archetypal.” (Constance W. Glenn, Introduction).
(17158) $6,000.00
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78. [Literature & Art] McCloskey, Robert. (1914–2003) "Make Way For Ducklings"
- SIGNED. New York: The Viking Press. 1942. Third Printing.
Signed and inscribed on the title: "For David's Children / Robert McCloskey / July 1, 1974."
Russet cloth with some light edge and corner wear and scattered very light stains; gift
inscription, ownership signature and child's bookplate to the front endpapers; some light
toning and foxing. Dust jacket with heavy wear, large tear to spine and edges. Overall fine
in fair DJ.

Make Way for Ducklings won the 1942 Caldecott Medal for McCloskey's illustrations, executed in charcoal then
lithographed on zinc plates. As of 2003, the book had sold over two million copies. The book's popularity led to the
construction of a statue by Nancy Schön in the Boston Public Garden of the mother duck and her eight ducklings, which
is a popular destination for children and adults alike.
(16860) $750.00

79. [Literature & Art] Milosz, Czeslaw. (1911–2004) "In Search of a Homeland" Signed Manuscript Draft.
Signed autograph fragment from the Polish writer, who has penned a bold signature, dating
Berkeley, March 13, 1987, on a single sheet bearing 14 struck-through lines of text in his
hand. 8vo. Folding creases; overall fine. 5.75 x 7.75 inches (14.7 x 19.6 cm).

The very first word is unreadable, but the bulk of the work constitutes a draft of a portion of the poet's published
work Szukanie ojczyzny [In Search of a Homeland]. Full text and translation (in italics) below.
Czesław Miłosz was a Polish poet, prose writer, translator and diplomat. His World War II-era sequence The World is a
collection of twenty "naïve" poems. Following the war, he served as Polish cultural attaché in Paris and Washington,
D.C., and in 1951 defected to the West. His nonfiction book The Captive Mind (1953) became a classic of anti-Stalinism.
From 1961 to 1998 he was a professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures at the University of California, Berkeley. In
1978 he was awarded the Neustadt International Prize for Literature, and in 1980 the Nobel Prize in Literature for his
poetry, essays and other writing.
xxxxx przenosił się do oficyny xxxxx [unreadable] moved to the annex/publishing house
i wtedo [sic – spelling mistake] and then
która stała koło which was next to
wtedy m then m
Muzykę Music
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Wtedy muzykę lepiej słyszano, bo Then the music could be heard better, because
Do Póki żyła jego siostra Jadwiga As Long as his sister Jadwiga was alive
widywano ich oboje they were seen together
za życia siostry jego, Jadwigi, co During the lifetime of his sister, Jadwiga, who
Jad długo żyła jego siostra, Jadwiga, As long as his sister lived, Jadwiga,
Dopóki żyła Jadwiga, jego siostra As long as Jadwiga, his sister, was alive
widywano ich oboje konno w okolicy, they were seen together on horseback in the countryside
Jego i siostrę, Jadwigę He and his sister, Jadwiga
Kochał tylko swoją siostrę, Jadwigę He only loved his sister, Jadwiga
widywano ich oboje konno w okolicy, they were seen together on horseback in the countryside,
ale po jej śmierci but when she died
(16808) $800.00

80. [Literature & Art] O'Keeffe, Georgia. (1887–1986) [Hamilton, Juan. (b. 1945)]
Georgia O'Keeffe - INSCRIBED TO ANSEL ADAMS' ASSISTANT & WITH THE
ORIGINAL JUAN HAMILTON PHOTOGRAPH FROM THE REAR COVER. The Viking
Press. 1976. First edition, first printing.
Large folio (6 x 12 inches). Hardcover in tan cloth, with full page color reproductions. Fine
in fine, faintly worn dust jacket with light spotting to rear and light wear to lower front
panel. Boldly signed on the half title by Georgia O'Keeffe in the year of publication "For
Alan [Ross]," former Assistant to Ansel Adams. Sold together with a signed letter of
provenance from Ross, detailing the circumstances by which his friend, O'Keeffe's associate
Juan Hamilton, had the book inscribed for him. And together with an original 10 x 8 inch
silver gelatin print, unsigned, of the famous Juan Hamilton photograph (which appears on
the volume's rear jacket cover) of O'Keeffe and her dog on a hill with their backs to the
camera.
A remarkable association copy of the quintessential publication of the American artist best known for her sensuous,
large-scale paintings of flowers, images from the natural world, and the American southwest. (13100) $5,000.00

81. [Literature & Art] Ono, Yoko. (b.1933) Grapefruit. SIGNED. New York:
Touchstone. 1971. First Touchstone printing. Signed on the publisher's logo page: "Love,
Yoko Ono New York '89." Square 16mo, photographic wrapper (lightly rubbed). In very
good condition, with modest surface scratching and rubbing, lightly dinged corners, and
creasing along spine.

Originally published in 1964, Grapefruit has become famous as an early example of conceptual art, containing a series of
"event scores" that replace the physical work of art – the traditional stock-in-trade of artists – with instructions that an
individual may, or may not, wish to enact.
(12404) $575.00
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82. [Literature & Art] [Pollock, Jackson. (1912–1956)] Hultberg, John.
(1922–2005) "Pollock," 1951.
Watercolor on pink paper, signed initialed, dated, titled, and inscribed along bottom edge:
"JH J. Hultberg / 'Pollock' Ink 1951 NY." 11.75 x 8.75 inches (29.8 x 22.2 cm). Light
discoloration with very minor toning and soiling along edges; soft handling creases, most
notably on in margins; sheet is secured to backing board with archival corners; matted to
20 x 15.75 inches. Unframed.

John Hultberg was an American Abstract expressionist and Abstract realist painter, known early in his career for his
connection to the Bay Area Figurative Movement. Hultberg primarily made Abstract expressionist paintings that were
minimalist and dark, and also made Surrealist invented landscapes with "linear perspectives and angular shapes." In
1952 he was introduced at the Museum of Modern Art in a show of new artists. He lived for one year in Paris between
1954 and 1955 and gained a reputation there for his work. In 1955 he won the Corcoran Biennial first prize in
Washington. This portrait of Jackson Pollock dates from the beginning of Hultberg's career, and the end of Pollock's.
(16974) $1,500.00

83. [Literature & Art] [Pollock, Jackson. (1912–1956)] Ossorio, Alfonso.
(1916–1990) Jackson Pollock 1951 - Show Catalogue. New York: Betty Parson. 1951.
[20] pp. Illustrated. Includes essay by Aldonso Ossorio, an abstract expressionist painter
and one of Pollock's earliest collectors. Soiled wraps with glue or other residue on front
cover; staples rusted; tear on back two pages, which have come loose at top staple; overall
good. 8.5 x 11 inches (28 x 21 cm).

Pollock rocketed to fame following an August 8, 1949 four-page spread in Life magazine that featured his "Drip Period"
paintings and asked, "Is he the greatest living painter in the United States?" At the peak of his fame, however, Pollock
abruptly abandoned the drip style. But in 1951, Betty Parsons exhibited Pollock's newest work, a series of paintings
devoid of color, completed exclusively in black enamel on untreated canvas. These paintings have been referred to as his
"Black pourings" and, when he exhibited them Parsons Gallery, none of them sold. These works show Pollock attempting
to find a balance between abstraction and depictions of the figure.

(17040) $500.00
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84. [Literature & Art] Rollins, Tim and K.O.S. (American, b. 1955) Art Object,
1993.
Metallic paint and ink on hardcover book. Ed. 44/50. Signed, numbered, and dated in pencil
on rear endpaper. Published by Barney's, New York. 10 x 9 inches (25.4 x 22.9 cm).

Tim Rollins and K.O.S. use classic works of literature and philosophy as a jumping-off point for their collaborative,
expansive projects. The present work is part of a part of a series of works created around the proud red “killer A’s" of
Nathaniel Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter, each one styled differently, together forming a commentary on dignity in the
face of being socially stigmatized. This example is entirely blank, the cover featuring a page from Hawthorne's text, with
a large Alpha and Omega sign painted over it in red and gold.
Tim Rollins and K.O.S.'s landmark partnership is perhaps the most prolific and longest-running teacher-and-student
collaboration in contemporary art. A New York University-trained art educator, Rollins founded K.O.S.—short for Kids of
Survival—in the early '80s as an experimental program run through his Art of Knowledge Workshop, where "at risk"
students in the South Bronx are encouraged to relate their studies of literature, politics, and history with their personal
experiences. In a process called "jammin," Rollins or a student of K.O.S. reads aloud from a selected text while other
group members draw, paint, or otherwise respond to the text.

(17125) $1,200.00

85. [Literature & Art] Roth, Philip. (1933–2018) [Cheever, John. (1912–1982)]
Typed Postcard Signed to John Cheever - "My new book will be out in March, and
now I'm pretending to write stories while I wait.". Typed postcard signed from the
iconic American novelist and short-story writer, to fellow writer John Cheever. Postmarked
January 16, 1967. Roth writes: "Dear John: A note from Candida says you were inquiring
about me and my whereabouts. I'm at 300 E. 33rd St, and my number (unlisted ) OR9-4845.
How are you and Mary? As always it would be good to see you, if and when you come to NY.
My new book will be out in March, and now I'm pretending to write stories while I wait. Yours, Philip." The "new book"
mentioned is Roth's 1967 novel When She Was Good, his third novel and his only with a female protagonist. Toning and
two pinholes; overall very good. 5.5 x 3.25 inches (14 x 8.3 cm). (16975) $800.00
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86. [Literature & Art] Saint Laurent, Yves. (1936–2008) "Yves Saint Laurent et le
théâtre." Inscribed WITH AN ORIGINAL DRAWING. Paris: Herscher-Musee Des Arts
Decoratifs. 1986. First Edition. Striking original drawing in the hand of the French fashion
designer regarded as one of the greatest names in fashion history. Accomplished in colored
crayons and signed and inscribed on the facing title page to a former YSL model and friend.
Hardcover, red cloth. 130 pp. DJ with small tears around the edges, else fine throughout.
The drawing is from the year after Caroline Rennolds Milbank wrote, "The most
consistently celebrated and influential designer of the past twenty-five years, Yves Saint Laurent can be credited with
both spurring the couture's rise from its sixties ashes and with finally rendering ready-to-wear reputable." (12281)
$8,500.00

87. [Literature & Art] Schulz, Charles M. (1922 - 2000) "It's great to be popular" SIGNED PRINT. Large printed green and black card calendar page removed from the
1979 Peanuts Date Book, reading "It's great to be popular!", signed by Charles Schultz in
black ink upper left, minor wear, small pinholes to top left and right corners, 26 x 33cm ,
1979.
Written and illustrated by Charles M. Schulz, the syndicated daily and Sunday American
comic strip Peanuts ran from October 2, 1950, to February 13, 2000 (the day after Schulz's
death), continuing in reruns afterward. The strip is considered to be one of the most
popular and influential in the history of the medium, with 17,897 strips published in all, making it "arguably the longest
story ever told by one human being", according to Professor Robert Thompson of Syracuse University. At its peak,
Peanuts ran in over 2,600 newspapers, with a readership of 355 million in 75 countries, and was translated into 21
languages. (12569) $600.00

88. [Literature & Art] Warhol, Andy. (1928-1987) 1977 Unpublished Interview on
"Athletes Series" - SIGNED Original Audio Cassette with 40 MINUTES OF
RECORDED INTERVIEW.
Original cassette tape, autographed by the artist himself, of a 1977 interview with Warhol
conducted by a journalist for Australian Women's Weekly. Together with a clipping of the
article that resulted, about Warhol's new "Athletes Series." Warhol has signed on a strip of
masking tape on the cassette (acting on his own suggestion that the interviewer should ask
all her subjects to sign their tapes!). Audio in fine quality, with a slight background
humming and one period of lower volume, but voices distinct throughout. The signed strip of tape measures 3 x 0.25
inches (7 x 0.5 cm). Together with a signed and notarized letter from the interviewer. A unique item from the influential
artist.
The tape contains 40 minutes of audio, which was quoted in the article but has never been released or published in
full. The purpose of the interview, conducted at Warhol’s Factory in New York's Union Square (in an area that once had
been the boardroom of S & H Green Stamps), was to discuss his series of portraits of top athletes, commissioned earlier
that year by Richard L. Weisman. Weisman sits in on the interview as well. Voices heard are those of Warhol, Weisman
and Kathleen Brady, who conducted the article, as well as some of Warhol’s staff. Warhol discusses his love of the
Polaroid Big Shot camera; his telling Muhammad Ali to be quiet so he could take his photo; Australia's appreciation for
contemporary art, especially Pollock's Blue Poles; and the beauty of New York's Twin Towers. He describes O.J. Simpson
as “so interesting” and "beautiful," also commenting that Campbell's Soup should be served on airplanes, among other
topics. Weisman has particular praise for Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. On side 2, three minutes of the tape are faint because
Warhol, Weisman and Brady stepped away from the recorder and towards some of the art under discussion.
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Richard Weisman commissioned 8 sets of the "Athlete Series," hand-painted and silk-screened images of sports stars
including O.J. Simpson, Pele, Jack Nicklaus, and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, from Warhol in 1977, paying $800,000 for 80
pieces. After donating several sets of the prints to universities, the athletes themselves, and several sports halls of fame,
Weisman lost the remaining sets in a 2009 theft from his home.
(14538) $3,500.00

89. [Literature & Art] Warhol, Andy. (1928-1987) & Basquiat, Jean-Michel. (1960 1988) Poster for Warhol/Basquiat Paintings - SIGNED BY BOTH. Exhibition poster
signed by both artists, from the exhibition at Tony Shafrazi Gallery, September/October
1985. Color printed poster depicting Warhol and Basquiat wearing boxing gloves after the
photo by Michael Halsband, signed in black by each artist above their portrait. 19 x 12
inches (49 x 31 cm). Folds, mounted to rigid backing, else fine.

A very rare dually-signed example of the original exhibition poster from this important
gallery show featuring the now-iconic image of Warhol and Basquiat posing as boxers,
designed as though advertising a bout. The show displayed the collaborative paintings
Warhol and Basquiat worked on from 1984-1985. These works were the culmination of their
friendship, one which began awkwardly in the late 70's with the younger artist breathlessly
hawking his postcard paintings to his idol. By 1983 through the intercession of Page Powell
(Basquiat's lover and Warhol's friend) and Bruno Bischofberger (Warhol's Swiss dealer) the
two artists developed a friendship. During this time, Basquiat makes frequent appearances in Warhol's diaries: traveling,
exercising, and attending parties together. Eventually, the two began work on the paintings that would constitute the
bulk of this exhibition.

It was Bischofberger who arranged for the works to be shown at the Tony Shafrazi Gallery in New York. Shafrazi had
once been a graffiti artist himself, achieving his moment of notoriety in 1974 as the man who sprayed the foot-high
words Kill Lies All on Picasso's Guernica. But the process was not without conflict. Warhol, whose work ethic was
legendary, grew frustrated with Basquiat's erratic appearances and the two worked very little on these paintings at the
same time. The show was a financial and critical failure and marked the end of their friendship.

The poster however, remains one of the most poignant and enduring images of the 1980's NY art scene, stylising the
artistic partnership into a prize fight, with Warhol and Basquiat standing shoulder to shoulder, wearing boxing gloves
and Everlast shorts.
In 1965, our consignor was making a documentary series for Illuminations Media in the UK called "State of the Art,"
about contemporary artists of the period worldwide. While in New York he filmed the opening of the collaborative show
of Warhol and Basquiat and it was there that he had the present poster signed by the artists.
(17190) $18,000.00

History & Culture
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90. [History & Culture] Bader Ginsburg, Ruth. (b. 1933) Signed Photograph
Taking the Oath of Office.
Signed photograph of the Supreme Court justice taking the oath of office on August 10,
1993. President Bill Clinton is seen standing behind the justice. Bader Ginsburg has signed
at the head. 6 x 4 glossy photo print with some marks to the surface, upper left corner
trimmed, overall fine. 15 x 10.2 cm.
(17035) $1,000.00

91. [History & Culture] [Einstein, Albert. (1879-1955)] Plaut, Frederick. (1907 1985) Prof. Albert Einstein, 1954. Original gelatin silver print of the great physicist,
1954, stamped ''Fred Plaut 319 East 50th St. New York 22. N.Y.'' to verso. 10.5 x 13 inches
(27.8 x 35.5 cm). A number of scratches and handling creases to the photograph but overall
very good and quite presentable despite these flaws.

The photographer Fred Plaut was also a recording engineer employed by Columbia Records in the US during the 1940s,
1950s, and 1960s, eventually becoming the label's chief engineer. Plaut engineered sessions for what would result in
many of Columbia's famous albums, including the original cast recordings of South Pacific, My Fair Lady, and West Side
Story, jazz LPs Kind of Blue and Sketches of Spain by Miles Davis, Time Out by Dave Brubeck, Mingus Ah
Um and Mingus Dynasty by Charles Mingus. Plaut's photographs have been exhibited widely, including seven exhibits at
the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, and have appeared in numerous major American and foreign magazines. A
selection of Plaut photographs was published as "The Unguarded Moment: A Photographic Interpretation" (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, c1964).
(17000) $800.00

92. [History & Culture] [Female Impersonator] Caro, Harry. (1899 - 1963) Paris
De Paree / The Original Albert Alberta Sex Family.
Advertising brochure with title "Paris de Paree: The Original Albert Alberta Sex Family. The
European Enigma." Four pages as folded, 9.5 x 12.5 in. A few folds, but overall very good.
Last page with "Albert-Alberta's" autobiographical information. S/he claimed to have been
born in 1899 in France and named Alberta at birth. Brought up as a girl, about the age of
10 (plus a few months), the two sides of her body began growing out of proportion,
eventually developing male characteristics on the right and female characteristics on the
left. There followed four normal siblings, then a young brother, named Albert. At birth a
beautiful baby boy (in Alberta's words), but at the age of seven, one breast grew, and at the
age of 14, the other breast grew, then later, the neck lengthened and smoothed (changes occurring every seven years
according to Alberta). Otherwise, he was a perfectly formed athletic male. They took their show on the road as the
"Albert Alberta Sex Family" in the 1930s. Albert-Alberta worked at Coney Island, Hubert's Museum in Times Square, in
the Loew's theater circuit - as her publicity touts, "all the major theatrical circuits of United States and Canada."
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The front has photos of Alberta, while inside are several photos of the family, one more of Alberta, plus one of supposed
doctors examining the siblings. There is also a description of hermaphroditism in the center. Some sources give her
name as Alberta Karas.
According to Marc Hartzman (2006: 109-110), Albert-Alberta was Harry Caro, female impersonator. He exercised one
side of his body only, and shaved the other, adding a false breast filled with birdseed. Thus one side was hairy and
muscular, the other smooth and soft. Less is known about the "younger brother," but it sounds like a case of
gynecomastia (breast enlargement in males), not all that uncommon. (Gynecomastia seems to occur most often at
puberty, when hormones begin to run rampant. On occasion, the androgens and estrogens are out of balance, breast
tissue responds, but for most, the condition resolves within a couple of years, for a few, it is permanent.) Hartzman notes
that Alberta maintained his/her dual sexuality until his dying day (Sept. 1963, fatal heart attack after being mugged on a
New York City street) and was buried in full costume and makeup.
Although "freak shows" are today considered offensive, for over three centuries they were very popular. One of the
earliest known (although there are hints of earlier examples) was the display of Lazarus and Joannes Baptista Colloredo,
conjoined twins. They were exhibited at the court of Charles I (ruled 1625-1649) in the early seventeenth century. The
freak shows became very popular in the 19th century, some would say because of P.T. Barnum's marketing. Although it
appears to us, from a 21st century perspective, that these individuals were being exploited, for some, it was a job, and
circus performers become a kind of "family." And, as Harry Caro indicates, for some it seems to have been a career
choice.
Hartzman, Marc. American Sideshow: An Encyclopedia of History's Most Wondrous and Curiously Strange Performers.
Penguin, 2006.

(16188) $500.00

93. [History & Culture] [Holocaust] [Entartete Kunst] Kaiser, Fritz Entartete
Kunst: Führer durch die Austellung - TWO COPIES WITH ORIGINAL ENTRANCE
TICKET. Berlin: Verlag fur Kultur und Wirtschaftswerbung. [1937].
Two copies of the original catalogue for the famous exhibition of "degenerate art" staged by
the German Reich in 1937-1941, together with an original entrance ticket from the 1939
Vienna exhibition. One copy is a first edition published 1937 and the other a revised
edition, published ca. 1938. 8vo. 32 pp. with numerous b/w photographic reproductions.
Original pictorial wrappers on both copies. First edition has slight tear to the lower left
back cover and overall toning; very good condition overall. Later edition in fine condition.
Both 15 x 21 cm. The original ticket bears the stamp of the Institut für Deutsche Kulturund Wirtschaftspropaganda, the organizer of the exhibition, and has been ripped on entry.
7 x 3 cm.

In 1937, Germany's Nazi government staged an exhibition in Munich entitled "Entartete Kunst" - the official designation
given to all "modern art" which was not classicist or realist in nature. The exhibition was not merely designed to
illustrate what the Nazis deemed "bad art," but had a political purpose. "Modern art" was deemed to be part of the
overall assault on "German art" and culture by a Bolshevist - and largely Jewish - movement of "artists" who were
working in tandem with the Communist movement to destroy German, and Western, civilization. Germany's art museums
were scoured for such works, and were declared forfeit to the state. When the exhibition finally closed, this guide book,
written by Fritz Kaiser, an official in the Reich Propaganda Ministry, was issued as a souvenir. Shown in the catalogue
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are works by artists such as Otto Dix, E. L. Kirchner, E. Nolde, K. Schmidt-Rottluff, George Grosz, Paul Klee, and others.
Excerpts from speeches by Hitler are printed opposite most of the illustrations. In the second, revised edition, the artist
Richard Haizmann is no longer characterized as Jewish, after he lodged a complaint with Hermann Göring.

(13192) $2,500.00

94. [History & Culture] Louis, Joe. (1914–1981) Plaster Portrait, with Two Vintage
Broadsides.
An unusual three-dimensional plaster relief portrait of the great boxer, who appears to be
looking out of the frame, together with two original broadsides. One broadside advertises a
film of Louis' 1937 fight with British champion Tommy Farr: "Get your ringside seat for the
surprise championship battle / Decide for yourself / Why didn't Joe Louis get in that
Right?... Did Tommy Farr's long left hand keep him from it[?]" The other, advertising the
1953 documentary "Roar of the Crowd," reads: "All the great fights of Joe Louis / His Rise –
His Fall – His Championship / The Million Dollar Fighter with the Great Ring Celebrities..."
Both broadsides with photographs. Toning, some corner losses to the earlier broadside;
overall very good; 12 x 9 inches. Portrait with some age wear and chips to frame; overall
very good. 9 x 11 inches.
From the collection of historian and librarian Larry Richards, expert on African-American culture and history, and the
author of the book African American Films Through 1959: A Comprehensive, Illustrated Filmography. Richards died
suddenly in 2008, leaving behind his collection of hundreds of motion picture posters featuring African-American stars
and addressing African-American issues, as well as rare broadsides, window cards, and ephemera. A part of his
collection is now held by the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture.
(16689) $1,500.00

95. [History & Culture] [Texas] Texas! - Vintage Photograph of Cheerleaders.
Amusing and mildly risque vintage photograph of a group of cheerleaders lifting up their
skirts to reveal the letters of "T-E-X-A-S." Photographed by longtime AP photographer
William Gorry. Some light scratches and wear; overall very good. 11.5 x 8.25 inches (20.8 x
29.8 cm). (16825) $100.00
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